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Municipal Wastewater Treatment.- Thii,air pollution control energy
requirement discussion deals with Iedustrial Air Pollutior Control
and with Control of SOdc and Particvlate Esiesions flea Electric Power
Plants. Also included in this docuCent is a comparison of pollution
control-related energy estimates, gbikliography, and a summary. This
study is a continuation of an earl, ir effctrt -to estimate the energy
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FOREWORD

When this 'study began, we assumed that sufficient data and analysis
would be'available for the contract & - to collect and integrate into a
useful' report showing the energy costs of the federal environmental
protection prograM. We-were swiftly. disabused of this- notion, for the
following reasons:
1.

Most estimates of pollution control energy costs that
were exaTined by the contractor are difficult to accept;
assumptions are not stated, methodology 'is poorly
described, and, when the analyses could be fdlreiWed,
we fejt that many were inadequate.

2,

The federal, state and local roles in pollution -,
control are intertwined to such an extent that it
is virtually impossible to convincingly break out
In this report, therefore,
the federal =share.
energy cost are given as the total costs of all
controls in a single medium- (air or water) rather
than for a single federal statute.
The longer term industry response to pollution controls.
is complex and involves process changes,- material subs
stitutions, and lack of compliance as well\as installation
of "end-of-Ripe" treatments. -Analyses of energy costs of

.

pollution control,- including this ,one,, typically assume
end-of-pipe treatment for most induStries. This produces,.:

a conservative (high) estimate of energy costs, since proteis
changes -may allow satisfaction of environmental standards
with zero energy costs and possibly with)energy savings..
Differences-in pollution control energy use from plant to
plant can be-large, suggesting thAt a disaggregated approach:
would greatly improve .,-curacy. This -type.of approach is
f.this study.
beyond-the resources
(at

,

,

Data on the energy costs of various control alternatives.is
Jiot uniformly available or is quite, variable.

Designs of some important controls - suctAs.flue gas
are changing sz rapidly that energy costs
future systens are highly uncertain.

-scrubbers

rte

The implication of.these analytical difficulties is that the'estimates
presented here must be treated with caution. The estimates for the toad''
national energy cost for stationary point source control are probably
reasonably indicative of what wili actually occur. Since the estimates are
based on conservative assumptions (from EPA'S viewpoint); the actual costmay-be somewhat -lower.
On the other-hand,-tfie energy cost estimates for
a- single industry are subject to such substantial potential for error that
they are-not preSented in the text. EPA's Office of Planning and .Evaluation
is now conducting more detailed studies of those industries that appear to
be incurring, or that will incur,, large. energy costs for environmental,
controls. These industries-include elestric utilities, iron'and steel,
Petroleum reffning, copper and aluminum, pulp and paper, and'a "miscellaneous"
category covering S.I.C. codes 21 throUgh-30. Completion of these studies
should upgrade the national estimates as well as shed light on any potential
\for reducing these energy costs. ,
The estimated energy -required for water and air pollution control of
stationary point sources inthe _U.S.- is4two percent of the nation's energy
consumption in-1977 and three percent i '1983 (Recent changes in both the
Clean Air Act and the Federal Water Pollutiom,Control Act are not considered
in the analysis). This is an enormous. amount of energy, over three
quadrillion BTU (the equivalent o( 150'million tins of=coe) -per year by 1963.
However, to put-this into perspective, the na.t4tfi's energy budget is growing
by about this percentage every year
Thus, if environmental controls on air
and-water pollution were eliminated, the net decrease in energy use would be
swallowed up by growth in demand in one -year%

'e Plotkin
Office of Energy,.. Minerals,

and Industry

1V '.

PREFACE

This study is a continuation of an earlier effort* to estimate the energy_
required to meet pollution standards for stationary point sources. One
jetti'.4 of this investtgation was to develop forecasts of national energy -de=
mands' both-to operate pollution control devices and.to manufacture-and supply
materials used to build the devi6es. The other goal was to 'Make it possible
or update the estimates without having to redo the entire
fir others- to mod
study.

The analysis presented here used' information obtained since the earlier-.
Significantthanges have occurred in the expected costs
report was published.
changes are reflected in the energy estimates.
of pollution control, and
Furthermore,- this 'study es
d oes not (for the most part) attempt to differentiate
between the total cost for pollution control and that incre:ent of cost directly attributable to specific federal regulations, as did the earlier study.
Consequently, forecasts of energy needed tobsupport pollutio control generallyare larger in this report than they were in the earlier one.

The-report is divided into three major sections and two appendices:

SeCtioni1.0 is a summary of energy requirements to control air and water
pollution from industrial plants, electric power plants, and
municipal wastewater treatment plants. The summary presents
study results and some key assumptions and limitations that
influence the results.
Section 2.0 presents the calculations by which estimates of energy to
control water pollution were determined. The section is
subdivided-into three parts, examining energy,needed for
control of industrial water pollution, electric Rower plant
thermal pollution and municipal wastewater.
Section 3.0 contains-a discussion of how the estimatefienergy requirements for air pollution were developed. It is subdivided
into an analysis of the reduction of industrial'air pollution
and a study of electric power plant air pollution control'.
Appendix A

compares the energy estimatel of this report with those of
fne earlier study and with estimatesliade by other organizations

Appendix B

is a bibliography of the articles, reports ,-books and other
source material used for the analysis.

First-Order Estimates of Potential Ener. Consume tion Implications of
Federal Air and Water Pollutiqp_Control Standards-for Stationar Sources,
prepared-forthe Environmental Protection Agency by Development Sciences
Inc. July 1975, Contract No 68-01-240
,J

ABSTRACT

.

This report presents estimates of the energy demand attributable
to environmental control of pollution from "stationary point sources."
This class of pollution ,source includes powerplants, _factories,
refineries, municipal waste water treatment plants, etc, but excludes
"mobile sources"- - autamobiles trucks, etc. - and."non-point sources"
- sources which do.not produce- indiviyJ, al effluent streams, such assome' types of farms, mines, etc.
.
.
.
The ene yfrequi
eats of pollution control arise from several
sources.
Energy is r -quired to operate components of the control
devicet - fans, pups,' reheaters, etc. In some cases,' the equipment
deqradis the efficiency of the process tt -controls, pequiring additional
fuel. to m4tritin the product stream. Energy is required to mine, refine,
and assem6TE the material components :of the control equipment, transport
them to the site, and install the equlpment.
Finally, energy is required
to produce and transport materials used up in the control process - such
as limestone, chlorine, etc. The calculations' in this repor=t include.
estimates .of all of these energies, ithough =with' varying degreet of
accuracy.
__
.

.
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1.0

SUMMARY

Pollution control is dependent upon the'commitment of resources; and
energy is among the resources necessary to install and 'operate devices that
Because energy isran important-resource
reduce air and water pollution.
the United States there has been concern among'
currently in short supply
many regarding the energy:necessary for pollution abatement.- The purpote-of
this study was to estimate the amount 'of energy required to control pollution
from' tationary point sources.

The energy needs reported in this study arerfi st order approximations,
Alth ugh they are as accurate as existing data and time limitations would
w, the estimates do not substitute for detailed analyses of individual
a
pollution control systems and their energy characteristics. This is particularly true in those instances where several alternative pollution control
Accordingly, the
systems -are being considered for a specific application.
magnitude
of energy re,
egarded
as
representing
the
proper
results should be
those
requirements.
quirementS rather than as precisely determining
The findings of the study are that more than 1,500 trillion Btu of energy
will be needed in 1977 for control of air and water pollution from stationary
sources. This amounts to approximately two percent of the estimated T977
Within the next decade energy used for control of polnational energy use.
lution,from stationary sources is expected to nearly double to approximately,
3,100 trillion Btu, which at that time will be on the order of three percent
of the national energy budget.
More than two-thirds of the total
Table 1-1 displays the results.
control,
both for 1977 and 1983, will be used
energy required for pollution
impacts
of
industrial processing. The largest
to mitigate the environmental
demands will be energy forindustrial air pollution control, followed by demands associated with industrial water pollution. The third largest requirements will be for the control of air pollutAnts from electric power plants.
Control of water pollution at electric power plants and new municipal wastewater treatment plants will use smaller amounts of energy.
The results of Table 1-1 include both direct andJndirect energy reDirect energy, in the form of fuels and electricity to operate
quirements.
Inpollution control devices, accounts for about 80 percent of the total.
equivalent
of
chemicals
used
in
pollution
direct energy, including the energy
control'and energy used, to manufacture and install pollution abatement devices, is the remajning 20 percent.

The findings presented in the table result from data and assumption.,
For the most part, data were derived
that should be carefully studied.
control
costs and from projections of the numbers
from estimates'of pollution

of facilities that would,be required tb,meet,environmental standards. Neither.
kind of -estimate yields "hard" inforMation'that can. precisely def he the ex-*
tent to which pollution control equipment will'be -installed and perved in
the fUture.
Consequently, assumptions and data sources are pies nted in each
following section so that they can "be exam-in
ly.

ENERGY

TABLE 1-t.
STATIONARY POINT SOURCES:
UIRED FOR WATER AND 41 R POLLUTION CONTROL

Energy Required
(101

Sector

1477

Btu
1483-

Water Pollution' Control
Industrial

Power Plant (Thermal)
Municipal Wastewater
Subtotal

179
93*

1,0,9
156'
151

572

1,396

Industrial'

676

Power Plant

305'

1,179
500

981,

4\1679

Air Pollution Control

Subtotal

TOTAL STATIONARY POINT SOURCES
(APPROXIMATE % OF U.S. ENERGY CONSUMPTION)**

No estimate for 1977.

1,553

3,075
(3%)

See-discussion in Section 2.3.

Percentages of sector (e.g., industrial) -energy consumption for pollution
abatement are not presented here. This :is because the estimates which appear in this report include "indirect "" energy, sore of which is consumed by
sectors other thdri the one reported.

Energy estimates are the major objeAive of this report; awever, their
development led to many other important findings.
Those discoveries concern
both the process of making energy estimates and the featof pollution control sectors.
They are listed below.
General

1. Statistical data orr energy use in technological vocosses usually
are not available, and this is particularly so of the new and changing
technologic; used for pollution control.
Where eUergy datb exist,
they are often lncomplote.
MoreoeG, the rules and assumptions by
energy information is reported are often incompatitWe from one study to
another and comor son of ri,.,,ults is diffThOt.

,

2. The estTmate
cats
as of pal

de for thisrepowt are highly dependent on foreVarious Organizations and
control cots.

agencies disc -_r e _as to both the .extent and the types of pollution

control that. will be required to satisfy environmental legislation,
and they project different costs-. As a result, energy estimates

can vary, depending on underlying assumptions of the cost estUlAes.
3. Although pollution control energy estimates have.been reported for
1977 and 1981 to correspond with the principal target years of enviTonmenttO legislation -(e.g. n:92-500), maximum energy require.For example, new municipal
rents may ccur during other years.
wastewater treatment plants constructed to meet federal StandardS
will be built,throughout the 1980s and major expenditures for industrial air poll=ution control are expected before 1983, as are
those for industrial water pollution control.
1

4. Irdirect energy is a- significant fraction of the tottl energy needed
The indirectenergyis-Idaiblv due to
-to support pollution..control.
the chemicalsrequired-as input to the abatement techniques -used by
the various sectors:.

ate

Pol =lution Control

5. The numbers of electric power plants that will need cooling tow
is uncertain, and the uncertainty fundamentally.determines the
liability of the thermal pollution control energy estimates.
,--/
Energy consumption to operate cooling towers at electric power
For equal
plants varies with plat size,. efficiency and kind.
units of electrical output, larger plants (with larger Cooling
towers) consume less energy than do smaller plants, more efficient plants are less energy consumptive than less efficient
plants, and fossil fueled plants need less cooling and are less
energy intensive than nuclear plants.

7.-The enery intensities of municipal wastewater plants increase
significantly from primary to secondary treatment levels and
from secondary to. tertiary treatment levels.
8. The energy cost for certain advanced methods of treating the
chemical sludges from wastewater treatment plants can be partially
offset by savings in indirect (chemical) energy if the method recovers useful chemiealS (e,,_g.

in the recalciriation of chemical

sludges to recover lime).

The wide variation of treatment techniques and waste, stream compositions within industry (e:g. across subsect,ors and plant sizes)
makes it difficult to develop a reliable measure of energy consumption for water pollution control. imposition of end-of-pipe

-

treatment assumptions on industries which may change their production
processes to reduce pollutants, to recover/vahable.mpterials,,and/or
to conserve energy is not always reasonabVe and may cause the energy
estimates to be overstated.

10. There does not exist across industrial sectors a general and systematic. relationship among investment inv.pollution control eipuipment,
costs to operate and maintain the equipment, and energy consumption
by the equipment.
However, for any,given sector, a coefficient relating energy consumption to capital investment is the best available
basis for developing energy estimates from aggregate cost."data.

11. The chemical industry will consume much more energy for water pollution
control than any other industrial sector. The paper arid machinery industries are the next most enemy consumptive sectors.
12. The energy consumption associated with prOducing chemicals for inwater pollution control devices-is significant coipared to
the direct operating energy required.

Air Pollution Control
13

The amount of energy. consumed by coal-burning owerplants for
stack gas scrubbers, depends critically on:
availability of
low sulfur. coal; (b) the timing and extent of- compliance with
federal air quality standards; and (c) the timing and scope of
the State Implementation Plans.
There does not appear to be
general agreement among federal agencies pn how much low sulfur
coal can be made available to the utilities by the latter 70s and
early 80s.

14. The majority of the energy -consumption by power plants' or airpollution control will be for operation of stack gas scrubbers.
15. On a-unit basis, stack gas scrubbing and using low - sulfur coal are
equally energy intemsive.

16. Desulfurization of residual oil at the refinery is up to 40 percent more energy intensive than stack gas scrubbing. Howe,Ver
for equivalent amounts of sulfur removal stack gas scrtibbers cost
two to .three times,as much as oil desulfurization units.
17. The operating energy for removal of SOx (by limestone 'scrubbers)
and particulates (byelectrostatic precipitators) depend very
little on the amount of sulfur or.'narticulates in the stack
gases (over-the "normal" range of fuel qualities).

4

18. The energy consumed in disposing of sludges from stack gas scrubbers.
and in producing the limestone used by the scrubbers iWinsignificant
compared to the energy consumed in operating the scrubbers.
19. Wet collectors are very energy intensive; their application by industry to control air pollution may result in major energy consumption/environmental quality inefficiencies.

Like the
These findings supplement the energy estimates themselves.
estimates however they should be reevaluated after having considered the
assumptions needed to perform the analysis.

The findings indicate that detailed sector analyses are needed in,order
ine more fully the energy to snpport pollution control. ItiS
to
particularly,importarft that the industial sectors -fie studied since
since (a). they
(b)
they/have
the-larges
variety
are the ones requiring the most energy and
of possible responses to effect reduction in air and waterpo9lutants. ,Fer
water pollution the chemical, paper and machinery industries are the most energy 'consumptive and should therefore be most closely studied; while for
air pollution the primary metals, chemical and petroleum industries are the
most important sectors for which to -determine energy requirements,
kialyses should be made in enough depth to include. accurate information
on indirect energy requirements. The data on chemicals used.. for pollution
Indirect energy can, in some
Control processes are especially critical.
cases, significantly add to the energy requirements for pollution control.

Discussions with members of the EPA staff have revealed that efforts to
refine energy data are currently underway and should result in improved'
estimates of the energy needed to control air and water .pollution. The first
order approxi(Mtions reported here can therefore be compared with the findings
of the more detailed study when it is finished. Until then these data serve
as useful indicators of the energy resource commitments that'muSt be made to
\protect air and water from stationary eloint source emissions.

2,0

ENERGY REQUIRED FOR WATER POLLUTION CONTROL

The 1972 Amendments to the Water Pollution Control Act mandated action
to produce major reductions, in the pollution of United States Water resources.
Since the passage of the Amendments, the EPA has been developing standards

and guidelines toaffect the legilative.intent.
sThe section., that follow present the methodology, assumptions and results
of investigations to determine energy required to control water poll4ion.
Three major divisions are covered. They are

Water pollution abatement by industries
Thermal pollution control by electric utilities

0

Wastewater treatment by municipalities
Where possible, both direct operating and indirect energy have been determined
and the results are divided accordingly.
Summary estimates for water pollution control were presented in Table 1-1.

.2.1

Industrial Water Pollution Control

Since the 1972 Amendments to the Water Pollution. Control Act; i d
.y'
has been planning its response to the effluent guidelines published -y EPA.
The-demands on industry to utilize by 1977 the "best practicable' chnologies
for controlling water pollution, and by 1983 to use the "best available" technology economically achievable, will have cost industry over $15 billion in
new plant and equipment investments by 1977 and will cost434 billion by 1983.
These investments will result in major reductions in the amount of pollutants
annually discharged bylndustry into water bodies.

Industry canreduce water pollution in one ormore of three ways:
Traditional end-of-pipe treatment of effluent to remove or reduce
harmful pollutants; and/or
Changes in production processes to reduce the quantity or types of
pollutants generated; and/orip
Reuse of effluents in the production process or as inputs to another
production process.

6

1
'

The method chosen by any particular manufacturer depends on many factors
including his current production process, the age of his equipment, the size
-of his plant, the actions of his competitors, access to financing, the health
of his, business, arid the characteristics of the marketplace. Although there
is considerable evidences that many producers are responding to pollution regulations by Altering their production processes rather than by installing
relatively expensive and nonproquctive end -of -pipe treatment processes, the
paucity of comprehensive information about both the creative responses of
some producers'to pollution problems, and,the unique circumstances of others
who face regplations'wh-rdi may or may not be sensitrVE7to their particular
business situation, have caused most analysts of the ithRacts of the ,-regulations
to AsnMe that .);1 (or most) producers will install end-of-pi petreattlOnt ,,-Processes in order to meet the guidelines estabitS4ed, for theN-5-ildus-tries%
--,-YI

(

The following subsectitns develQp estimates of the energy consequences

\Mich accompany eWmAtes of industrial invents for water pollution con-The data ar *rived largely from studies done by EPA; and because
!Tel:,
dies focps4odisk2nd-of-pipe treatment protesses,the energy estimates
As such,-trere may be over1.,;o primarily for end-of-pe treatment.

e

trctc ments cF -what may as tuallfr occur once industry finalizes its responsesz,,
es of raw materials shortages and
to',the 1983 standards ar , to
i
incrpases.
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othodology and As mullions
The

rlerry

ldo1110

cIPH',ind=-1 fPr

From t vailable data on the cost (by, industry) of
wiL:or pollution controls, detdi~Mine direct energy'

D1rc!ct tnprTy

consumkion coefficients based on capjial costs
control echhiques.
for

Consumption
Coef fic=ients

indir

ff.,'

'From the same data, determine.the indirect energy
consumption coefficient; based on capital costs and
annul consumption of chemicals

L

Consump ion

Frip

CO0

:i

uspd to develop estimate of the direct and indirect
of industrial water pollution includes five steps:

control

-lents

_p

loped by CEQ, determine expected
_ust
water pollution co6trol by

tmen t'::,

in Water Pollu
Co

n

-01

:--.L11,,./ t of
1

i ptl,n.

I,

r-',ii

_,developed in Steps_ ) and 3,
-metti
r rect energy consuffed by all in
_ruy. coefficient
du,----,LriPs by mu.tiplying the

inp the in

LP

rr,

r _,

e -.iwate the
.flu'

1

il-ocasted investment,i- control devices.

to

5:
Indirect
nergy Consumption
for Water Pollution

Control

'Using the information developed in Steps 2 an 3,
estimate the energy consumed.in the productio of
chemicals and in the construction of industrial
Pollution-control deviceS by multiplying the energy
.4
_coefficients by the forecasted investments in
control devices.

Thus, the methodolbgy is based on fI e development of coefficients which
expreSvnrgy consumption as a function of investment in pollution control
equipment':

Although. imperfect, this relationship is reasonable for making
first-order estimates of energy. requirements'.
The methodology also considers

two sources of indirect energy consumptionthe energy required to produce the
chemicals:used y pollution control devices and the energy used in the construction:of control devices.
(
The assumptions which rare necessary in order to develop the ,energy
estimates include:

4

1. The detailed estimates of capital, energy and chemical costs for water
pollution control by industry rmade by Vanderbilt University* for EPA
,are reasonable at least in,teAll of the relationship between capital
cost and the two categoriel0J
operating costs.
od
4*
.

The energy costs reported by Vanderbilt UniVerOty are all costs for
0
electric power.

f

-,l__,

4

'.

Averaging of the energy coefficients from the mostly seven-digit SIC
data developed by Vanderbilt,to a two-digit level, and across plan
sizes, produces macro energy coefficients which are representative Of
the industry.
Industries for which Vanderbilt does not report energy
costs will have energy coefficients similar to the av-rage of all
industries for which data are reported.

4, Industries for w Bch Cnderbilt does not report types of cheMicals
consumed will us a mix of eq-al amounts of the various chemicals
reported for oth r industries.
5.

Industry will primarily employ end -of --pipe treatment

the control

of water pollution.**

Vanderbilt University's study of water pollution control cOsts was used
by EPA for the 1975 "Cost of Clean Environment" report.
**

Although this-assumption is necessary for-this analysis, evidence is
mounting that some industries are moving toward process change as a
method for both reducing pollutant generation and improving produktion
efficiency and/or production economics,

')

)

4, 4

A

6. CEQ's estimates, by Indus
trot are reasonable.
7. Capital expenditure
for the mix of contra

y

ofinvestment for water pollution con(1

the best single indicator 9f'energy consumption
within a particular industry.
techniqu

8. Investments made ttii-ough a given year (e.g. 1976) realize operating
costs in the following year' (e.g 1977). Thus, investments in pollution
control devices through 1976 are the basis for calculating energy .CMsumption in 1977.

Capital equipment will last-20 years, and therefore the energy equivalent of capital equipment is "amortized" over a 20-year period,

Energy Demand or_ Industrial Water Pollution Control
f

4

-The energy consumption coefficients used for this analysis Were derived
after a detailed analysis of typical plant data for 81 industrial sectors.
(at the seven-digit IC level) and three different plant,sizes.' .The objective
of the detailed analysis of the 4!data points was to determine whether a
statistically valid relation11 p among energy, cost, capital cost and O&M cost
Because
for water pollution control ex-N-ted across the.industrial sectors.
of constantly changing estimates-of industry expenditures for abatement of
water pollution, and because of the paucity of energy data, irwas hoped that
a,general eqUation could be developed' which would permit the prediction of
energy cost given pm and capital cost estimates.
.

The analysis proved that energy consumption for water pollution control
is sector (dr even plant) specific, and that generalization across sectors
does riot accurately predict the energy usage of any of the sectors. This
finding reflects the variabilities which exist in industrial appr9thes, to
pollution control. These variabilities, ir, turn, reflect differeilces among
many parameters, including waste stream comPosition, plant size and age,
local conditions, behavior of individual decisioh-makers and plant engineers,
The
and production process [likes within specific manufacturing facilities.
finding firom this analysis lends support to the argument for gathering better
data on the energy consumption characteristics of various abatement techniques
being used or developed by,industry, and for developing better forecastof
the population and processing throughput of the techniques.
The analysis of data on the 81 sectors did produce information Oich
wat useful for developing the energy estimates contained in this report.
First, it was detdrKOned that, when the data on the 81 sectors were collapsed
to the rOugfitystwb-digit SIC level used by CE) for its pollution control host
estimating, the-average.of the individual energy cost to capital coq,t ratios
provided forecasts of energy cost from the aggregated capital cost iihich were
reasonably close te,forecasts developed from the individual components.
Second, statistical amlysis showecT that information on total 0 &M cost did
cura:iv of the energy to capital cost ratio.
not improve thc! predir:tive

For the purposes of this study, then, it was 'CILided to base the energy
estimates on fOrecasts- of capital expenditures. by major industrial sectors
and on average energy to capital ratios for the various sectors.,,Altbough
this approach is crude, the results produced are tikely to at least reasonably represent (in the total). the magnitude of energy consumption associated
with given industrial investments in water pollutibintrol.
4

The estimates of energy requirements for water pollution control are
`derived by converting energy cost/capital cost ratios for the industrial
sectors to coefficients of the form Btut$ capital. These coefficients are
then used to'calcula
thg sector energy consumption associated with CEQ's
investment f
casts,.
The, nvestments for water pollution con
according to C5Q:

l

by industry will be,

- $15.334 billion th ou-h 1976
- 04:260 billion
ou h 1982
Over 80 percent of these_ ' nvestments will occur in five
industries:

twelve)

6

-

Chemicals (27 of total)
Petroleum refining (17q
Paper and allied products (15Z)

Pdmary'metals (12%),
Food & kindred products (11%)

The investments in water pollution control for each industry significanny affected by Amendments to the Water. Act are shown in Table 2-1.. The
table also shows the energy coefficients used for each-industrial sector,
a
the resultant forecasts of direct energy consumption for 1977 and 1983.
The most notable feature of the energy consumption forecasts is that although
the chemicals industry is estimated-to spend 27 percent 0 the total water
pollution control investment by industry, its,energy'oonsumptiomis 53 percent of the,total.'
.-Direct operating energy is not-the only energy requirement for water
pollution control.
In addition_ to operating enr q there is energy "contained"
in the chemicals and other materials used to build and supply pollution control devices.
These indirect energies can sometim0be major contributors
to the total energy required for pollution control.
Table 2-2 lists the energy equivalents -of chemicals used for water pollution control.
In order to determine the igdirect energy due to chemicals,
the conversion coefficients relating:energy to costs (last column) were used.
They were multiplied by the cost of chemicals as a fraction of total capital
investment.
This process is illustrated in Table 2-3.
For most industries
annual chemical costs are three cents per dollar of investment and the
average energy/cost coefficient of 311,000 Btu/$ is used. The resulting indirect energy required for .chemicals is in some industries larger than the
10

TABLE 2-1,

ANNUAL DIRECT ENERGY REQUIRED FOR INDUSTRIAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL

) Industry

rjmary Metals

Cumulative

Direct Energy

Ca ital Investment

Coefficient

(iiillions of 1975 $).'

(1000 nu/ )*

1977

19h.

1,852

4,074''

LON

pirect Energy
Required
.(1012 Btu)\

197?
9

19$3_

to9

\

0.54

-14

: 84,

1,108

17.54

9

19

293

16.85

3

1,656

17.54

ill

29

9',561"'

40.61

170

388

374

589.

17.54

7

10

60

7120

l7.54

1

2

Papbr

2,289

4,976

16.85

Petroleum

2,558

4,599

Food

1,665

qher-Nondurables

TOTALS'

Machinery

809

4,809

Transbbrtatfon Equipment-

500.

Stone, Clay and Glass

154..

Other Durables

637

4,198

Chemicals
Textiles

Rubber

,

4
4

39,_/

84

8.64

22

40-

2,126

-/ 22.03

37

47

238

339

21.65

5

15,334

N,260

4

* Fuel equivalent of electricity

qua,s 10,660 Btu per kwh.

326

736

indi6ct
he avera
direct operating energy (compare Tables 2-2 and,2-3).
chemical energy of all induttries is 37 percent of directoper4ting _energy,
and therefore it is an important part of the total energy required for water
pallutiop control.

T1 LE 2 -2.

ENE'RGY E UIVALENTS OF SELECTED CHEMICALS

Btu for mound

Chemical

12,100
2,500
1,400
19,000

Activated Carbon
Lime
Sulfuric Acid
Soda Ash
Chiori e
Methanol.

14,500,
14,0004-

Polymer
Ammonia

47,800
25,000

AVERAGE

Btu per 1975 $
173,000
342,00,
155,000
397,000
599,000
258,000
450,000
311,000

The other kind.o- indirect energy,.dinStruction energy, was. estimated.
_from capital 'investment also. *Using dollar-to-Btu conversion coefficients
derived for capital equipment, and assuming 20-year life for pollution control equipment, an annual energy equivalent for construction was de loped.
can be
Table 2 -4 lists the indirect energy associated with construction.
seen by comparison with Table 2-1 that indirect energy due to construction
does not add significantly to energy needed for direct operation:

Total energy requirements are obtained from the sum of direct and infor water pollution control. table 2-5 summarizes energy redirect
According to it results, in 1977,
quirements for the industrial sectors.
some 479 trillion Btu will be needed to reduce industries water pollution,
and that total will more than double to 1,079 trillion Btu in 1983.

TABLE 2-

CHEMICAL5:

ANNUAL INDIkET ENERGY REQUIRED FOR INDUSTRIAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL

Chemical Cost
Coefficient,

Capital Investment
(millions of 1975 5)

($/$ Investment)

Chemical Energy

Chemicals:

Coefficient

Energy Require
(1012 Btu)

(1000 Btu/$)*

E.

1977

1983

1,852

40074

AhAery.:*

809

4,809

Transportation Equipment

500

Stone, Clay and Glasi
Other Durables

try Metals

Chemicals

1977

1983

17

38

0.030

*311

0.030.

311

5

1,108

0:030

311

10

154

X43

0.030

311

2

637

1,656

0.030

311

15

4,198

9,561

0.030

173

22
3

"

50

374

,,,589

0.030

311

60

120

.Q.136

173

Paper

2,289

4,976

0.030

311'

21

45

Petroleum

2,558

4,599

0 030

311,

24

43

11665

.2,126

0,015

433

-11

14

0.030

311

2

4

122

276

Textiles

)hibber.

Food

4

238

Other Nondurables

TOTALS

1 5

34.

399'

34,260

Fuel equivalent of electricity equals 10,660 Btu pc

,

.
..

.
_.

TABLE 24.
CONSTRUCTION:

.

I ;

".

-..=4444e!44.=4-

(millions of 1975 $)

Construction. Eneitt
Coefficient
(1000 Btu/$)*

Capital= Investment

IndUsiry

1977.

2

809

4,809

2

500

1,108

154

243

637

1,656.-

..Stones Clay and Glass
Other. DurObl es
Chemical s

4,198

cTexti 1 es
Rubber

589,:-..

60
,,

2,289

Other tiondurabl es
TOTALS

1983

.1 26'

4

8
10

4

2

2

1

3

8

19

5

2

1

1

2

4,976

2

2,558

4,599

2

5

10

1,665

2,126

2

3

4

.238

399

2

1

15,334

34,260

.1,

d

,

1

9,561

374

Petroleum

1977.

4,074

.. Transportation Equipment.

Paper

'.

'10.852

Machjnery

:.:

3'983

Construction:
Energy Requirid
(1012 Btu)

,

Primary Metals

,..

,WATER POLLUTION CONTRQL

-

_

.

4i

ANNUAL INDIRECT ENERGY RE MED FOR INDU$T

'-n#.44471W.,44Wsr

ivW144114f-

.

.

I

(ssumed 20-year life for .pollution control devices.

10

31

1

68
I

S

TABLE 7-5,L ANNUAL TOTAL ENERGY REQUIRED,
FOR INDUSTRIAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL
Required

Total_
0
1977.

Industr

Btu)
1 983 fr

65

30

Primary Metals
Machinery
Transportation Equipment
Stone, Clay and Glass
Other Durables,
Chemicals

13y9

15'

2
7

4
18

49
456
16

200
11

Texti l es,

3

Rut

65

Paper'

5
140

Petroleum

51

FOod
Other Nondurables,

50
9

92
65
14

479

,1,079

TOTAL

2.2

Control of Thermal Pollution from Electric Power'Plants

Studies by the EPA indicate that by 1977 almost $800 million will' have
been spent by members of the electric utility industry on methods for conBy 1983 it is estimated the cost will have
trolling thermal water-pollution.
The
expenditures will be made .to conform to
increased to over $1.2 billion.
the final guidelines on thermal pollution abatement, published by EPA: These
guidelines exempt plants of certain sizes, ages, and locations, but most plants
covered by the regulations will require elaborate equipment to reduce thermal
impact on nearby bodies of water.
,

Estimates of energy that will be used to manufacture, install and operate
Mechanical forced-_
cooling equipment are' developed in the following pages.
draft cooling towers have been selected-as the typical control method that.will
Plants for which cooling towers will be embe used to meet the guidelines.
ployed for economic rather than environmental reasons are not included in the
energy estimates.

Methodology and Assumptions

The methodology emploted for arriving at estimates of energy consumpt
by power plants for control of thermal pollution follows five stops;

15

n,

Step l

ling

Energy

Detirmine the operating energy required for
mechanical forced-draft ooling towers as a
:Unction -of plant size a type'.

Step 2:i

Capacity
Requiring Cooling
Towers

Determine the total,gener
:CAp_citYi-wbith
requires cooling _towers in-terms of plant size
f
and type.

Step 3:
DireCt:`,
Energy Corisned- for
Controlling Thermal:
Pollution

Using the information from theiprevious step,
calculate the energy consumed4.bY electric
utilities in meeting the thermal pollution reregulations.

5;j41A.
-P-01i1M

The electricity to run the thermal p lution control
equipment is supplied by the power plant. 'USing
the estimates obtained in Step 3, estimate the
capacity additions n essaryand the "Anergki
cost" of those addi ons.

'ewer Operating.

Capacity:,

Step 5: Materials
Energy Penalty

From the estimates of capacity requiring:cooling
towers (Step*2),estimate the energy cost of
constructing cooling towers.

The key asslptions used in th-

flelysis,include:

1. Mechanical forced-draft cooling towers are repregehtative of devices
used by utilities to control thermal pollution.
_

*

2. The operating efficiency ofcoolin9;towers increases with the size of
-.the tower (and therefore with plant size).
Consequently, energy for
cooling, per unit of electricity generated, decreases as the plant size
increases.

The'energy required to operate a cooling tower is directly proportional_
to the amount-of cooling required, which, in turn, is directly related=
to plant efficiency, load factor and heat loss to the atmosphere.
4. Fossil and nuclear power plant operating efficiencies, 34 percent and
32,percent respectively, will not change between 1977 and 1983: Load
and capacitY,faCtors will be at Was pUbUshed by EPA.*
5. Estimates of generating capacity requiring cooling towers are derived
from the publication listed in 5tep 4-

Temple, Barker & Sloane,.

nc.
Economic and Financial _macts 6ffederal.
Air and Water'Pollution..Controls on theElectriCUqiityjadLiqry-Techj

nical Report for U.S. EPA, May .197&.
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6. Generating capacity will have to be added o replace that wh h s, used
for thermal pollution control. The additional generating capaci y results in an energy equivalent for construction of new generating

7. The published estimated costsof4tooling towers i6 `reasonoblose
energy for. cooling tower construction is 36,925 Btu/$ (I/O
Public Utility Conttruct.
).**

1103;

Requirements for Mechanical Forced Dr4ft Cooling Towers

As a result of the effluent guidelines, in1977 some 17.2Y- 106 kw of
nucleOr capacity and 56:49.A-10,kwAcif fossil capacity will h ve h al1e
cooling towers. By 19133,49.03-.x.106 kw of nuclear capatity
coca* towers, while 91.1:x,106 kw of fossil will be impacted bYthe gu 'd
lines;

Demands for Mechani a

Ener

Forced -Draft Coolin

-EValuation of the operating characteristics of forced -draft cool'ing
towers suggests that, with 15 percent and 5 percent heat loss to the atmosoheTe for fossil fuel and nuclear plants respectively, the energy penalty
associated with operating the devices.will- be (by plant size.

ENERGY FOR OPERATING MECHANICAL FORCED-DRAFT COOLING TOWERS
(kwh per Megawatthour)
Plant Capacity
50
150
500
900
1500

Fossil Fuel Plants
34.2
33.2
27.0
24.0
21.4
18.3

Megawatt
Megawatt
Megawatt
Megawatt
Megawatt

3000 ,Megawatt

Nuclear Plants
42.2
41.0
33.4
29,6
26.4'

22%7

Temple, Barker & Sloan, Inc. Economic and Financial Impacts of-Federar'
Air and Water Pollution Contra-1s on the Electric Utility Industry, Technical Report for U.S. EPA, May 1971.
to Consumer
Development Sciences,inc., A'-lication of Net Ener-- Anal
Report to U.S, ERDA, Contract E 49-1 -3841,.Dec. 1976.
Technologies.
JiMeson, R" G.G. Adkinsi"W ste Heat Disposal in Power Plants," Chemical
Engineering Progress, Vol . 6, No 7 (July 1971), 64.
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Data on the
'bution of expected cooling tower installations by plant
capacitif are-hot rea
Jo, available.. However, it can be assume& that the distribution o? installations-by Oze of plant will follow closely;theprojected
-dittributien of= new thermel_power_plant capac,ity.
Analysis of Edison Electric
ns
u e s
Electric Power Survey (April, 1976) indicates 41 plant 'IS-

tribution of
1

DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECTED NEW
THERMAL POWER PLANT CAPACITY
(Approximate Percentages of Total -New Capacity,by.Type of Plant)

.FossiLFuel Plants

Nuclear Plants

50 MegawNtt.

150 Megawatt
500 Megawatt
900 Megawatt
MegaWatt and Greater

6%

62%
24%
8%
100%

_

is

58%
42%
PTO%

Thp weighted avqrage:operating energy for cooling towers, calculated by
Combining the two previous tables, is-26.2 kwh per megawatt hour fon fossil
plahts, and 28.3 kwh Per megawatt hour-for nuclear Plants.- These estimates
include the energy required to operate the cooling equipment as well as some
losses/in turbine efficiency caused bY back pressure; Given the generation for
each plant type in 1977 and 1983, he operating energy penalty is 91 x 1012 -Btu
in 1977 and 153 x 1012 BtU in 1983.

Energy Demands for capact_ty_Seplacement

In the case of uclear gen ation the-opqrating energy penalty is 2.8
percent of input ene gy while f
fossi) fuel gendration the energy4enalty.
is 2.5 percent.
Consequently, the capacity penalty is assumed to be 2.8 percent and 2.5 percent for nuclear and foSsil plants-, respectively
Given the required capacity additions (equal to the percent capaicity
penalty multiplied by capacity affected), the 1975 cost of that additional
capacity, the energy intensity of construction [measured in Btu/$(1975)], and
an assumed 20-year life_fbc the equipment, the capacity penalty is estimated
for 1977 to be 0.
1012 Btu and for 1983 to be 1.5 x 10I Btu.

1i

Ma trials Energy Estimate
Materials
.

coo4ng tower_installation.cbsts
UsTng the energy _intensity of
js 16 x 1012 Rtu for 1977 and
construction, the mdterials energy equtvale
26 x 1012 Btu for 1083. Moreiing over 20 years-; the,annuaT materials -energy
x 1012 Btu and for 1983-is 1.3,x 1012 Btu.
total for 1977 is 0
The materials erfergy estimate is based

of $5.77 per kilowatt caWitY797516 ar

;

Sumner

of Resutts

'The energy for meeting therma water pollution regulations both in 1977
and .1983 is summarized in Table 2-6. MajOr energy. requirements are those for
dir--- operating energy; the capacity penalty and Materials energy egilivalents'
only a small fraction.6f-the total. The energy for controlling thermal
me
a
water p lution from etectric power plants increases by267,percent, from 93trillio- Btu in 1977 to 156 trillion Btu in 1983.
.

m acts of Federal
Temple, Barker & Sloane, Inc., Economic and Financial
Utility
Industry, TechAir and Water Pollution Controls_on the Electric
The
$5.77
per kilowatt
nical Report for U.S. EPA, May 1976, page I11-24.
While
the
cost
for
retrofits
is
more
than four
is the cost for new units.
cost
is
most
representative
times as great, it was assumed that the new unit
for the energy calculation.

TABLE 2-6. DIRECT AND INDIRECT ANNUAL ENERGY REQUIRED FOR
POWER PLANT FORCED-DRAFT COOLING TOWERS: )q77 AND 1983
Required
2 Btu)
1

Fossil Fuel
Operating'Energy
pacity Penalty
Materials Ene

67
1

1

Subtotal

Nuc eir Fuel
Operating
ergy
Capacity Penalty
Materials Energy

69

109.

24

46

1

Sdbtcial
24

40 l Plants,
Q
Operating Energy
Capacity Penalty
Materials Energy

47
.153
2
1

Total

'2.

Municipal- Waste*ate'rl-redtmenIe

Lbcal governments have been eolleCting and treating sewage as a matter
of course for many years.
Ih 1976, approximately 75 percent -of the Unfte
States' population was seryed by sewer systems, and more than 90 percent Of
the collected sewage was treated in either a-primary or secondary treatment
plant before discharge to the water or land.
However, the Ameridmenteto the
Water Pollution Control Act :requre higher average levels for treating sewage
wastes so that additional facilitiet will ba>needed.
According to estimates derived.fromo-EPAq 1976 Survey of Needs for MOncipal Wastewater Treatment Facilities, almost $27 billion will have to be spent
to bring all treatment plants into conformity with the standards called for by
the Amendments.
Nearly $10 billion will be spent to build secondary treatment plants, and the remaining $17 billion will beused to construct tertiary
tr atment facilities.* As the complexity of treatment increases from secondary
to' tertiary processes, costs and operatifig energy go up dramatically.
he basis for these-estimates is an unpublished analysis by CEQ of the 1976
"Needs" data.
DSI'recognizes that
_sults of the Needs Survey are difficult
to interpret and that certain of the data appear to contradict actual and
likely practices at the local level. Some of theSe data problems will .be
alleviated when EPA has received and analyzed the plans prepared under
Section 208 _of 'PL 92-500.
20

n the pages that follow estimates are developed to determine both
and indirect energy' ssociated with imphiement in municipal tasterea Went

dology and Assuffptions

Energy estimates were rude us ng a four-step methodology

Am6untof
nt Required

Step 2:

Mix of

Treatment Plants

nergy
Characteristics
RSetecipui4re:d TteotmaetetEnergy

WasfwaterYrreatment,

Standards

Determine the -number and size of new treatment
facilities that will be required to meet water
pollution standards. Calculate total flow rates
through new plants.
Determine the distribution of levels and types
of treatment that will be added in arder to conform to the standards.
Determine the diredt and indirect energy required
to treat a unit noir of wastewater for each type
of treatment. in, Step 2.

from the flow rates through new.plan
tep 1)
and the energy characteristics for
it flow
(Step 3), calculate total dirett an indirect
energy-for wastewater treatment.

The methodology is based on simplifying the mix of.p4nt sizes, design's,'
levels and types of treatment, and costs to a few_ representative units. It,
requires five key assumptions. They are:

1. "Needs Survey"' data give good es mates of communities requiring added
treatment facilities.
2. Plant size can be estimated, from the population of the comunity served,
using a flow rate of 100 gallons per person per day.
3. The energy requirements of sewage treatment facilities are directly
proportional tp the plant size, so that unit treatment charcteristics
apply to all plants regardless of size.
4. Unit processes can be determined from standard 30 million ga fon per
day plants des;ribed in a recent EPA report.*

Ener_---

by

Conservation in Munici -al Wastewater Treatmen
4sner and CU p, -976.

21

prepared for EPA-

5. Future, secondary treatment processes will be activated sludge,
-' oxidation ponds and trickling filter, in the ratio of 5t3/2,-'-

-

respectively. *

I
The D6-taff is concerned about the validitymof these
ptions.
For
example,
clear that the-"Needs Survey" accurately p
e -s future
sewage treatment requirements (assumption 1) nor can much confi
ice be:
placed in a linear relationship between plant size and energy,
ileterfstics
ssumption 3). However, within theconstraints imposed, OK thfi.project, the
assumptions are thought to be acceptable.
Numbers of new treatment- plants
are probably overestimated; the energy .required per unit of wastewater flow,
using a large 30. MOD plant that is likely more efficient perunit than is the
average mix of plants: is probabunderestimated. Thus, the-errors resulting
from these assumptions at least partly cancel each other, and energy estimates
are probably in the proper range of magnitude

Needs Survey data are notexactly attributable to the year 1983. Many
of the plants listed may be built late in the 1980s.
However, it has been
assthat energy estimates for all jaw facilities apply to 1983.
e number and size of ne treatment facilities were estimated from data
1976 Survey of Needs for
oicipal Wastewater Treatment Facilities.
T -1
2-7 shows- approximations for populations of coMMunities served by new
t
_mentfacilities, for numbers of new facilities needed'by treatment level,
and- for costs of those add'tions
of th

TABLE-2-7.

Corrounity Size

thousands)._
0 - 2.5
2.5 - 5.0
5.0 - 15
15
- 25
25
- 50
50
- 100
100
TOTAL

ESTIMATES OF NEW WASTEWATER TREATMENT UNITS
BY SIZE AND LEVEL OF TREATMENT
Number-of Units
Pr=nary Secondary Tertiary

Costs
of 1976 $)

9,670
800
r 800
210

13,070
1,620
1,830

3,570
520
650

500

180

100

410
240

170
130
90

2
3
2
2
2

80

220

90

5

11,840

17,890

5,220

Individual costs dh not sum to

12

27*

cost Aue to independent rounding.

--Average community sizes were assumed to be half the range shown ,xn the
table,,and,plant size in galions,per day was estimated as 100 times the
)

This ratio of treatment methods is based on the agorementioned,unpublished
analysis by CEQ of 1976 "Needs Survey" data.
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co nunity population. So, for example, it is estimated hat 9,670 comtnu
pities of-1,250 people each will need new 125, 0 gallon per day primary
,ant units,'for a total requiremenjObf (9 70'x 125,000 ga0ons Per
ay) 1.2 billion gallons per day of new prima
treatment capacity. Similar
yield the following results:
calculations for each size and type of.trea
New Treatment Capacity t
Required
billion alio
d
)
4

Treatment
Primary
Secondary
Tertiary

5.4
11.7
4.2

The 11.7
11.7 billion gallons per day of secondary treatmen capacity is
divided into 5.85 billion-gallons per day of.aCtivated sludge treatment,
3.51-billion gallons per day of oxidation pond treatment, and 2.34 billion
gallons per day of trickling filter treatment, accordihg to the assumed distribution 5/32, respectively.
of this section contains four.process schematics (Figure 4 2-1
and four tables (Tables 2-9 through
t
2-12) that describe ftandard
30 million gallon per day treatment plants. The tables were used to obtain
operating and chemical energy estimates for wastewater treatment.
Data from
the four tables were divided into primary, secondary and (for AciVrated Slod e
with Nitrification, Chemical Clarification, Filtration and Carbon Adsorption
tertiary treatment level proceSses. Operating and chemical energy requirements were then scaled to meet,the capacity needs listed above.

The

-4)
throo2
h-

Energy .is used in the construction and maintenance of wastewater treatment facilities. An estimateof tile "indirect" energy requirements can be,
Estiobtained by converting the costs of facilities to energy equivalents.
mating techniques have been developed to make cost-to-energy conversions,*
and these were applied to the costs reported in Table 2-7.

wastewater treatment facilities was determined
The conversion factor for wastewater
to be 34,830 Btu per dollar i constant 1976 d011ars. Multiplying by the 1.
fat' -sties' cost ($27 billion results in total energy requirements of approximatel
940 trillion Btu. Facilities were "amortized" over 2 years, yielding
a yearly energy requirement of 47 trillion Btu.
Table 2-8 shows both direct and indirect energy required for wastewater
treatm'nt. Although the indirect energy from the arse of chemicals is not
large compared to direct operating ehergy,'"the energy equivalent -of treatment
plants and equipment contributes subStantialTy to the total. Together the
chemical and "construction" energies are.. 7 percenyas large as the direct
energy. The total annual energy required for new wastewater treatment facilities will. be 151 trillion Btu, according to the estimates reported in
Table 2-8.

A discussion of the estimating techniques can be found in A lication of
ergy Analysis to Consumer Technologies, prepared for ERDA by DSI,
Net
Dece ber 1975. Appendix A,contains dollar -tor energy conversion factors
fat'-each of 357: economic sectors, including the_public utility construction
sector used for estimates in this study.
2'3

T LE 2-8.
ANNUAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
FOR MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT:
1983*

Ene

Treatment Level
Primary

6

Secondary
Trickling Filter
Activated-Sludge
Oxi' tion Ponds
SUBTOTAL

uirements
erica
onstruction

**

4
23

--4

Tertiary

TOTAL- OPERATING

Energy Equivalent of Facilities

10

4

**-

6

***

33

***

24

33

4

**

96

8

***

104

47

47

47

151

Electricity was converted to Btu at 10,660 Btu Per kwh
Estimated for grand total only

6-

57

Nominal date
**

4
23

61

+4,

FIGURE 2-1.

ACTIVATED SLUDGE WITH ANAEROBIC DIGES

LANG DISPOSAL
A

4ROCESS SCHEMATIC

Source:

Culp, Ole ner and Culp.
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TABLE 2-9.

ACTIVATED SLUDGE WITH ANAEROBIC DIGESTION
30 mgd PLANT CAPACITY

Primary

Secondary

Pr. ces_s

Thousand
Awhir..

Million
Btu/yr

Thousand
kwh/yr

Treatment Processes
Raw Se ge Pumping*
Prelimlnary Treatment*

470
102

Bar: Screen*

Comminutor*

Grit RemovalAerated*
Primary Sedimentation-Circular
-Aeration-Mechanical,

SecondarySedimentation
Chlorination*
SUBTOTAL*

Gravity Thicken**
Air Flotation Thicken**
Anaerobic Digestion**

30

4,900
250
290

1,828

6,042

.1,828

.

8

1,250
1,500

'Sludge. Oryirig Bed**

15

21,755
150
1 AO'

2:773

33,305.

Land Disposal-Truck
SUBTOTAL
Building Heat*'
Building Cooling*

500
100

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL TREATMENT PROCESSES

100

500

8,915

805

*

Primar' treatment
** Fifty percent primary, 50 percent secondary treatmentSource:

Culp, Wesner, and Culp
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4t)

1,828

FIGURE 2-2.

OXIDATION PONDS/

_

Source:

SCHEMATIC

Culp, Wesner aid Culp.
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TABLE 2-10.

OXIDATION PONDS

30 mgd PLANT CAPACITY

Total Ener'

Process

Thousand
ety_n_

Primary Energy
Raw Sewage Pumping,

470

Preliminary Treatment
Bar Screen
Comminutor

,22

Aerated Pond

7,400

Chlorination

290

TOTAL PRIMARY ENERGY

8,182

Secondary Energy
Chlorine

1,828

TOTAL PRIMARY AND SECONDARY

Source:

Culp, Wesner and Culp.
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10,010

Re uired

Million
Btu/yr

FIGURE 2-3.

TRICLING FILTER WITH COARSE FILTRATION

LUC 0111POWL

2191WIJOUNAT1Q

Source:

Culp, Werner and Gulp.
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TABLE 2-11.
TRICKLING FILTER (ROCK'MEDIA) WITH COARSE FILTRATION
30 mgd PLANT CAPACITY IN SOUTHERN UNITED STATES
A

Primary
Energy Required

Treatment Processes

Raw Sewage Pumping*
Preliminary Treatment
Bar Screen*
Comminutor*
Grit Removal--Nonaerated*
Primary Sedimentation'Circular*
Trickling Filter --High Rate,
Rock Media
Secondary Sedimentation
,
Coarse Filter
Chlorination*

Thousand

Million

kwh /yr

41-11111_

SecOndary
Energy Required

Thousand

470
23

30

1,500
35

SUBTOTAL

Gravity Thicken**

930
290

1,828

3,278

1,828

8

Aerobic digestion **
Drying Bed**

31,155
150

Land Disposal--Truck**

1,400

SUBTOTAL

1,023

Building Heat*
Building Cooling*

33,305-500'

4100\

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL TREATMENT PROCESS ENERGY

100

,500

4,401

33,805

1,828

.

Primary Treatment
50 percent Primary, 50 perceht Secondary Treatment
SoUrce:

Energy Conservation in Municipal Wastewater Treatment.
fo-r EPA by Cblp, Weiner and Gulp, 1976.

30

Prepared

FIGURE 2-4. ACTIVATED SLUDGE WITH NITRIF ICATION,
CHEMICAL CLARIFICATfON, FILTRATION AND CARBON ADSORPTION

PPEOWIN.44y 11114114ENT
- 4.14464fiY $113114ENTATION

I - AERATC.0
4 = SECONDARY $11:444NTA170111

- AlTRiFKATION

= ISDIMeNTATIC44

r

c.44CIACAL cLARincAnore
REC.41,90PIATKOI
FOLTRATION

644NULNI
I0

GI roporpregg

CHLORINATION

- CAM141 itinNLIRATION
44tMTy TricinN

maim
4.
e. =WI MAN gin
FLMATKIN
NUIRONIC C4044TION

- LAW 1,4004.4L
CarrIWIJSE

14M441141.011

Source:

Culp, Wesner and Culp:

TABLE 2-12.
ACTIVATED SLUDGE - TERTIARY,
30 mgd PLANT CAPACITY IN NORTHERN uNirED STATES
Process

Total Energy Required

Tausand
kwh/yr

Million
Bt04yr

Primary

Raw Sewage Pum. ng
Preliminary Treatment
Bar Screen
Comminutor
Grit Removal-4terated
Primary -Sedimentation7-Rectangular
Aeration--MechanJcal
a Secondary Sedimentation
i
Nitrification--SuspendedGrow h
Nitrification Sedimentation
Chemical Clarification (Lime) & Recarbonation
Filtration--Gravity
Chlorination-

SUBTOTAL

470
102

52

4,900
250
, -4,500
330
6,700
670
290
18,264

Thicken--Primary Sludge
Flotation Thicken
Anaerobic Digestion
Sludge Drying Bed

8

1,250
1,500
15-

Land Disposal.--Truck

SUBTOTAL

57,000
150

1,400

2,773

58,550

Centrifuge
Lime Recalcination

7,121
900

150,000

SUBTOTAL

3,036

150,000

ThickenChemical S1 udge

Building Heating
Building Cooling.

1,500
7

TOTAL PRIMARY ENERGY

24,080

210,050

Secondary Energy
25,080

Chlorine

1,828
TUIAL SECONDAI;Y. LIIENGY

TOTAL PRMARY AND StCONEARY LNERGY

Source:

Culp, lIesm,' dnd Culp

1,823

?b,080

27,736

235,130

3.0 MERU REQUIRED FOR AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
The 1970 Amendments` to the Clean Air Act-call for actions to reduce air
pollution in the United. States.
The two sections that follow present estiThey
mates of energy need to comply With provisions of the Amendments.
are divided into:

Control of industrial air pollution

Control of SOx and particulate emissiops from electric power plants:

Only stationary point sources of pollution areconsidered in these sections
and in this report.

Industrial Air Pollution Control
It'is estimated that by 1977 members of industry will have spent- more
than $16 billion on air pollution control. equipment and that by 1983 more
than $28 billion will have been committed. These investments are intended
result in major reductions in air pollution by industrial processes.

As in their approaches to water pollution control, industrial firms are
seeking other than end-of-pipe techniques for meeting air quality standards.
In-plant process changes, including reuse of recovered pollutants and generation of valuable by-products from components of emission streams, are in
competition with end-of-pipe techniques when and here,economic conditions
favor them.
The following pages develop estimates of the energy consumption implications of forecasts of investments for control of industrial air pollution.
These estimates are imprecise, first because the cost estimates on which t%'
arkbased generally assume end-of-pipe control of pollutants; and second, because of scarcity of detailed operating data to support the cost estimates,.

Methodology and Assumptions

The methodology employed for arriving at estimates of the direct energy
requirements for industrial air pollution control includes five steps:
Mix of
Step 1:
Control Devices'

From available (preliminary) data developed by
Battelle for ERA,* determine the mix of pollution
control devices to be invested in by industry

Battelle provided EPA with total O&M and capital cost data by control de-/ vice and-air regulation for a number of industrial sectors as part of
EPA's efforts in improving estimates of the cost of environmental regulations.
33

... Step 2:

Operating

Energy/Cap-1W Cost
of Devices

Energy
onsumption
Coeffitients

Fdr the ma,jor air 014ution control techniques,
develop information on the annual Operating energy
required by a typical, device and on al4 installed
(capital) cost of the device.
For each of the devices analyzed in Step 2, calqulate energy consumption coefficients, using
annual operating energy and capital cost as the
bases for the coefficients.

Step 4:
InvestMen
in Air Pollution
Control

Using the results of Step 1 and data publis'hed by CEQ*
on the investments by industry in air pollution control
equipment, determine the pattern of investments for
air pollution control by control device.

Direct
Energy Consumption
for Air Pollution

Using the data developed ifi Steps 3 and 4, esti-,
mate the direct energy consumption by all industries
for air pollution control by multiplying the energy
coefficients by the forecasted investments in each
device.

Step 6-

Control

Thus, the methodology uses operating data from typical devices, and a
forecast of device oopulation,,to arrive at a national estimate of energy
requirements for industriai air pollution control.
The assumptions used to develop the energy estimate are:
1. The preliminary data-developed by Battelle on investmentsjpy deVice
are representative of the mix of air pollution control devices which
will be employed by industry in the 1977-1983 time frame.

2. Thedata published in 1969 by HEW (National Air Pollution Contro.
Administration) on the operating -characteristics and costs of various
devices for controlling particulates is relevant to the time frame
for this analysis, with appropriate adjustments for inflation.
The
relationships among
consumption,,capital costs (adjusted to
current prices }) and
and device capacity presented in the HEW report are
thus assumed toThe stable into the early 1980s, and technological
change in control devices is thus assumed to have a minimal impact
on the energy consumption and the first cost,,ofthe devices.,*'
3, The CEQ forecasts of investments for pollution control by industry
are reasonable,
4.

Industry will control air pollution primarily ti
control techniques.

,See Environmentil
on Environmenta

ality uality,

t

See Control Technic_Xl t(x Jacr,iculd
Health, Education and ',01

Al

1-of -pi

The energY'CoefficiWs of devices other than those for which coefficients were developed from engineering data can be reasonably
set at the average of those analyzed.
6. CaJital investments made through the end of one year are the basis
for operating costs in the next year. Thus, investments through
1976 are used to calculate energy consumption from operations in
1977.

t

Industrial Air Pollution Control

Investment's

Table 3-1 lists CEQ's estimates of the capital investments for industrial
air pollution control for 1977 and 1983. The investments are spread over a number
of industries, although the primary metals, chemicals and petroleum sectors
will require the largest investments at 34 percent, 17 percent and 13 percent,'
respectively, of the total industrial investment.

TABLE 3 -1.

TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT FOR AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
(Millions of 1975 Dollars)

Primary Metals
Machinery
Transportation Equipment
Stone, Clay and Glass
Other Durables
Chemicals
Textiles
Rubber
Paper
Petroleum
_

1977

1983

5,601
728
545

9,026
1,488
1,012
2,947
1,848
4,257

1,543
838
2,803
150
1,294
2,183
573

Food

Other Nondurables
TOTAL

3 012

2,43..

142

3,739
1,078
475

16,500

28,749

Analysis of Battelle data indicates that almost 86 percent of industries'
investments in air pollution'control' will be for five devices:
Lime/limestone scrubbers (38.5% of total investments)
- Baghouses and fabric filters (25.5%)
- Wet collectors (13.2%)
- Electrostatic precipitators (c
-

Acid plants (2.9';)
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The remaining investment is divided among various other control techniques4 including CO boilers, interstate adsorption, tail gas scrubbers,
etc.
table 3-2 shows the investments of Table 3-1 divided among the five
major control devices.
It has been assumed that all industrial investments
can be approximated by the five major devices.

TABLE 3 -2.

INVESTMENT BY INDUSTRY IN AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICES
Fraction
of Total

Electrostatic Precipita rs
Wet Collectors
Limn /Limestone Scrubbers
Fabric Filters

Capital Investment
lions of 1975_,DollaTs),

1977

1983
1,667
3,795
11,068

28,749

Acid 'Plants

0.058
0.132
0.385
0.255
0.029

Other

0.141

957
2,178
6,353
4,208
478
2,326

1.000

16,500

=

TOTAL

7,331

834
4,054

Energy Demands for Industrial Air Pollution
Analysis of data from HEW, as well as data developed for other sections
Of this study, yields the following representative direct operating energy coef icients for the five major air pollution control techniques:
Capacity or
Flow Pate

Though
Collector

Typical
(or Average)
Installe
Cost $ 10

Typical
(or Average)
Btu/year
10

Energy/
Capital Cost
(1976)
l03 Btu /$_-

Electrostatic
Precipatators

100,000 acfm

265

1.46

5.49

Wet Collectors

20,000 acfm

32

3.03

93.41

7288

233.20

32.00

466

13.15

28.23

1.9595

808.00

41.03

Limestone
Scrubbers

Based on installations on
power plants
ranging from
200 to 1000 MW

Fabric Filters

300,000 acfm

Acid Plant

Based on
100,000 ton
Dec

r-

r

AVERAGE

pint
40.03

Table 3-=. shows the results when these coefficients are combined with
the investment foredasts. Wet collectors, with 13 percent of the investment,
consume about 30 percent of the annual operating energy. Lime and limestone
scrubbers are less energy intensive, 'but because they area larger share of
total investment (38.5 percent), they also consume approximately 30 percent
of all direct energy. Total direct operating energy will be 643 trillion
1977 and 1,121 trillion Btu in 1983:
Btu

Indirect energy for air pollution control consists of the energy required to fabricate.and to build pollution control devices;. According to DSI
estimates,* approximately 40,000 Btu are required for every (1976) dollar. of
capital investment for pollution control devices. The equipment is assumed
to last 20 years, which results in an annual coefficient of 2,000 Btu/$.
Table 3-4 shows the indirect energy needed to support air pollution
The energy_ is small compared to direct operating
control by industry.
energy.

Table 3-5 summarizes the energy required to manufacture, install and
The totals are 676 trillion
operate industrial air pollution control devices.
respectively.
Btu and 1,179 trillion-gt,6 for 1977 and 1983,

Estimates
cation of
pared for
atumpd to

_7
of the energy equivalents of equipment are discussed in Appli
Appendix A, preAnal
sis
to
ConsumerJechnolo
ies,
Net Ener
Pollution control devices were
ERDA by PSI, December 1976.
have averaae Btu/dollar conversion factors:

DIRECT ENERGY RE UIRED FOR INDUSTRIAL Al

TABLE

0

Cont? 1 Technique

Fraction

Capital Investment

of Total

(1ill'ons of 1975 $)

1977

POLLUTION CONTROL

Direct Energy

Direct Energy

Coefficient

'Required

(1000 Btu/$)

1983

(1012 Btu)

1977

1983

Electrostatic Precipitators

0,058

957

1,657

549

5

9

Wet Collectors

0.132

2,178

3,795

93.42

203

355

Lime/Limestone Scrubbers

0.385

65353

11,068

32.00

203

354

Fabric Filters

0.255

4,208

7,331

28.23

119

2O

0.029

478

834

0 41.03

20

;34

0.141

2,326

4,054

40.03

93

162

16,500

285749

643

1,121

Acid Plants

Other

,

.

1,000

TOTAL

E.

-±2

c

a

A

TABLE 3-4.

INDIRECT ENERGY RFQUJRED FOR INDUSTRIAL AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

Capital Investment
Control Technique

Construction:

Construction:

Energy Coefficient

Energy Required

(Millions of 1975
1977

1

Btu

1977

_

957

1,667

0

2,178

3,795

Lime/Limestone Scrubbers
Fabri-. Filters

Electrostatic Precipitators
Wet Collectors

Acid P1

.s

Other

TOTAL

1983

2

3

2

4

8

5,35311,063

2

13

22

4208

7,331

2

8

15

478

834

2

2,

2,326

4,054

2

8

16,500

28,749

,

ti
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TABLE 3-5.

TOTAL ENERGY REQUIRED FOR

INDUSTRIAL AIR ALLUTION

INTR0L

Total Energy Required
(1012 Btu)

Control Techni u_

1977

ElectrOstatic Precipitators

1983
12

74

Wet Collectors

207

363

Lime/Limestone Scrubbers

216

376

Fabric Filters

127

222

Acid Plants

21

'Other

98

170

676

1,179

TOTAL

3.2
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Control of SOx and Particulate Emissions from Electric Power Plants
The Council on Environmental Quality estimates that, as

result of the

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970. the electric utility industry will have invested about $8,9 billion in new plant and equipment for air pollution control
by the end of 1982.

These incremental capital expenditures will be for de-

vices which limit the amount of particulates and sulfur oxides (S0x) which
escape into the atmosphere from the burning of oil or coal in utility boilers.

Oil- and coal.burning,utilities will control particulates primarily
through the use of electrostatic precipitators.

SOx emissions control is more

complicated:*
1, SO

can,be removed from the power plant stack gases by scrubbers; and/or

.:=L The utilities can burn low sulfur fuels; and/or
Fuel producers can remove sulfur from their, output at the pioint o

mining or refining.

Any air pollution control method which requires a utility (or a refiner)
to instill and operate additional equipment as part of his production process
will result in additional consumption of energy to operate the equipment and
to provide any chemicals needed for the control process.

*

Not included are methods Flich as tall stacks, intermittent control
systems
and supplementary cortr
systemt-none of which (alone) satisfy the
ultimate requirements of the .Clean Air Act.

The following subsections develop estimates of the additional energy
required to make it possible for electric utilities to meet federal standards for SOx and particulate emissions.

Assumptions
The methodology used for estimating the energy consumed in order to'
ce power plant-generated' air pollutants to acceptable levels has twelve
major steps:
Precipitator.
ubber Operating
Energy as Percent of
Plant Output
an_

For the two power plant-based pollution, control
'techniques (.electrostatic precipitation and stack
gas scrubbing), determine the energy required to
operate the devices as a function of plant generating capacity.

Ste- 2:
Required SOx
emova from Flue Gas

Determine the required fraction of SOx removal from
the flue gas as a function of.fuel heating value
and weight percent sulfur.

Step 3
Chemicals.
Required/Sludge/
Produced by Scrubber

Determine the limestone and water needed, and sludge
produced, by scrubbers as a function of fuel heating
value and weight percent sulfur.

Ste_ 4:

Determine the energy needed to produce and transport a unit (ton) of lime or limestone, and the
energy consumed pa- ton to transport and dispose of
sludge in a landfill.

Energy Per Ton

tuce= Limestone
and Dispose of Sludge

Step 5:

Residual Oil
Desulfurization
Operating Energy per
Barrel

Determine the operating energy required per barrel
of residual oil desulfurized (including the energy
needed-to produce the required amount of.bydrogen
for the des
urination unit) as a function of
weight per nt sulfur in the residual oil and the
resultant required fraction of sulfur removal.

Step 6:
Power Plant
Capacity and Fuel. Mix
in 41977 and 1983

Dete
the predicted characteristics of power
plants i '1977 and 1983, including generating
capacity by type of fuel used.

'

Step 7: Coal and Oil
'Supply and Quality i n
1.977 and 1983

Determine the predicted supply, source and quality
(sulfur content, heating value) of residual oil and
coal for electric utilities in 1977 and 1983.

-

Population of

nth Devices

From the information produced in Steps 6 and 7,
deteiiiiine for 1977 and 1983:

.

a. the total megawatts of poWer generating capacity
which will have to b-urn coal that-exceeds the
maximum acoeptable s ulfur content and therefore
require stack gas strubbel;
b. the total coal-burning-capacity that will require western low sulfur coal;
c. the total amount of residual oil that requireS
desulfurization;

d. the total megawatts of fossil fuel burning
capacity which will require electrostatic precipitators.
Direct and
Indirect Energy Consumed
for Controlling Power
Plant Air Pollution
_tep 9:

Using the unit data developed from Steps 1-5 and
the requirements forecasts developed in Step 8,
determine the energy consumed in 1977 and 1983 for:
a. operating power plant electrostatic precipitato, and limestone scrubbers;
b. oroducing limestone for the stack gas scrubbers;
c. dispbsing of the sludges produced by'the
scrubbers;
,d.

ransport of western low sulfur coal;

e. desulfurizing residual oil.
Step 10:

The operation of scrubbers and preCipitators requires electricity that must come from capacity
Using the estimates obtained in Step 9,
additions.
estimate the necessary capacity additions and then
determine the energy cost of those additions.

Capacity

.

Penal ty

Ste- 11: Capacity
Pena ty, Low Sulfur
Coal

Step 12:
Energy

Materials
, F-

Because of the lower heating value of.low sulfur
coal (supplied principally from the Northern Great
Estimate
Plains) power plant capacity is derated.
the capacity derating and the energy cost of re
placing that capacity.
From the estimates of capacity 'requiring scrubbers
and precipitators (Step 8) estimate the energy cost
of constructing scrubbers and precipitators.

Thus, the methodology employed is based on developing a se of unit data
for the various air pollution control-techniques, and then applying the data
Although the methodology falls
to predicted requirements for each technique.
flow
approach, it does inclOe confar short of a more comprehensive materials
which
occur
prior to, and after,
the
sideration of energy consuming activities
,
operation of a control device itself.

Various assumption_ arse -made at

step of

-_e analysis.

Some of thb

impOrtant'assuMptio s are:
i

1. Limestone scrubbing will be the dominant technique for removing 50x-from
power plant flue gases over the time frame of 1975-1983.
Low sulfur
coal use °will emerge by 1983 as the second most used control technique.
Electrostatic precipitatofs and Venturi scrubbers will be used for removing particulates fray power plant flue gases over the 1976-1983
period.
It is assumed that when Venturi scrubbers are used in combination
with SO2 scrubbers, the operating energy requirements over and above the
energy for the SO2 scrubbers are negligible.
It is father assumed that
all oil-fired capacity will use electrostatic precipitators.
3.*Over the range of sulfur ar particulate removal normally required for
power plants,jleither scr ber nor precipitator operating energy varies
significantly as the percent SO of particulates change.** (The validity
of this assumption has not been verified for low-sulfur coal with high
ash content. Thus, operating energies for precipitators on plants burning
low-sulfur coal may be somewhat understated. This understatement is
partly offset by the assumption that all oil-fired capacity will have
precipitators,)* **

4.*Scrubber and precipitator operating energies are direct (but different)
functions of plant generating capacity. The ratios of operating energy
.to plant capacity for the devices are constant over the range of capacities covered in this analysis.
5. Limestone is the only chemical required in significant quantities for
power plant air pollution control.****

These assumptions were verified in part through analysis of available
data from other studies.
TVA report PB No 183908, Sulfur Oxide Removal from Por Pi- nt Stack
Gas:Use of Limestone in Wet- scrubbing Process.
A further source of overstatement of the energy consumed for removing
pollutants from flue gases is the assumption that the control device
will be sized to handle the entire flow of gases.
In practice, many
control systems will be designed so that part of the gases will bypass
the scrubber or precipitator.
The feasibility of this design practice
depends on the particular circumstances at a specific site.-DST studies of operating scrubbers indicate that the predominant scrubbing technique uses limestone. Hittman Associates (Intermittent Versus
Constant SO? Controls for Retrofit of Existing Coal -Fired Power P1ants
milady cbdclude that "the limestone slurry scrubbing system was
Chosen because .it presently (1976) accounts for thelargest percentagQ
of -installed megawatt capacity with MD systems

6.'The sludge from limestone serubbirs-will'be disposed of (without drying)
in a sanitary landfill at some distance from the power plant.*
7.**The operating energy for desulfurizihgf.resi ual oil should includethe
energy needed to produce hydrogen for the desulfurization unit. The
total operating energy increases nonlinearly as the sulfur content of
the residual oil, increases.

8. The efficiencies of fossil fuel plants'wflA be constant over the 19751983 time frame, with fossil fuel plant,efficiency at -34 percent andnuclear plant efficiency at 32 percent.
9. Total power generation, generating capacity by
of fuels by-electric utilities in'1977and 198:
EPA.***

1. type, and consumption
11- be as reported by

10. The published estimated 'cost ofscrubbers and precipitators it reasonable.*** The energy for scrubber and precipitator construction -is
-40,256 Btu/$ (1975) ****
11. Total energy requirements attributable to United States air pollution
regulations should be estimated. Consequently, energy used to desulfurize
residual oil refined in foreign countries is included as well as energy
required for domestic operations.
Coal-Fired Power Plants' Control _Strategies

The energy penalties for three different control strategies for coalfired power plants are presented in the following pages-. Estimates were made
for construction, installation and oper'ation of limestone scrubbers, transportation and utilization of low sulfur coal, and construction, installation and
operation of electrostatic precqpitators. In the case ,of the precipitators, the
estimates cover some coat-burning capacity and all oil-burning capacity.
The control strategies for coal-fired power plants are given in Tables
3-6 and 3-7 for 1977 and-1983, respectively. The coverage assumptions are
derived from Economic and Finanaical 1m acts of Federal Air and Water Polluechnical -Pwport, EXhibit
tion Controls on the E=lectric lltilityIndusfttb
111-9 and a person-al communication from James Ferry, U.S. EPA, on October 4,
same report,
Estimates of the capacity utilizing coal are from th
1976.
Exhibit 11=4.
According to information from TVA (James Crowe, Tennessee Valley Authority, Personal Communication, November 1976), sludge is frequently disHowever, this disposal technique will
posed of in clay-lined ponds.
likely be unacceptable except as a short-term measure. Because of the
uncertainties concealing improved methods for sludge disposal, this report does not include provisions for the energy required for (for_example) sludge drying, recalcination, land reclamation or incineration.
The assumptions were verified in part through analysis of available
data from other studies.
Temple, Barker & Sloane, Inc., Economic and Financial Inipacts of Federal
ty_Industry, TechAir and Water Pollution Controls on the Electric
nical R6O-ort for U.S. EPA, May 1976, Page 11.1-24.
Development Sciences Inc., Ibid.
-
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'TABLE/3-6. COAL-FIRED-POWER PLANT COMERAGE ASSUMPTIONS
AND CONTROL' STRATEGY FOR COMPLIANCE WITH CLEAN AIR ACT: 1977
106 kw
Pre- 974

Problem/Control.Strategy

Unit's

Particulate Control
Precipitators
Venturi Scrubbers*

61.3
'21.1

SO2 Control
Scrubbers
Washing and Blending'
Medium Sulfqr Coal
Western Low Sulfur Coal
Venturi
Sources:

42.9
37.2
21.8
1.4

974-76
-

- Units

1977
Units

16.2
11.5

5.0
6.7

11.5

6.7

61.1

5.0

37.2
33.2
8.6

11.4
2.2

.Total-

.84.5
.

39.3

crubbers are installed in combination with SO2 scrubbers

4mple, Barker & Sloane, Inc., Ibid, Table I I 9; Personal Communication from J. Ferry, EPA, October 1976.

.TABLE 3-7. COAL-FIRED POWER PLANT COVERAGE ASSUMPTIONS
AND'CONTROL STRATEGY FOR COMPLIANCE WITH CLEAN AIR ACT: 1983
106 kw
Pre-1974
Units

roblem /Control Strategy

Particulate Control
Precipitators
Venturi ScrubberS*
SO2 Control
Scrubbers
Washing and Blending
Medium Sulfur Coal
Western Low Sulfur Coal

Venturi scrubbers are installed
Sources:

1974-76
Units

Post-1976
Units

Total

61.
21.1

18.2
11.5

54.6
52.4

134.1

42.9

11.5

52.4

106.8

37.2
21.8
1.4

11.4
2.2

54.6

37.2
33.2
58.2

85.0

ination with SO2 scrubbers

Temple, Barker & Sloane, Inc., Ibid, Table III-9; Personal Cummunication from J. Ferry, EPA, October 1976.

5

1977

Low-Sul ur Coal

In 1977 power plants,of.8.6 x G)6 kw Capacity will burn\low sulfUr coal.
With a load -factor of 55 percentjo-. coal-fired power _plants* plants,burning low sulfur coal will generate 41'0.x 109 loyh* Assuming a power plant
efficiency of34 percent., input enemy to the power plants:is;-417.4 X(012
Btu.

One-of the energy penalties forAtilizing western ow sulfur coal is the
operation of precipitators for contr0 of particulates -: The operating energy,
calculated
capacity and materials energy penalties for those precipitators are
in a later section of this report.

'There is alfive percent capacity penalty** foripre-1977.0werlflan- ts due
Applying
to boiler derating associated with burning low:sulfurwestern coal.
106
kw
burning
low
sulfur
coal
at
a
replacement
this penalty to the 3.6 x
Btu/$ gives
cost (1975 dollars) of $211/kw* and using an energy cost of 36,925
When
amortized
over
20
years,
the capaof
1,4
x
1012
Btu.
a capacity penalty
Note that
energy
cost
of
.67
x
1-012
Btu,
city penalty converts into an annual
this is an upper limit on the capacity penalty, if excess capacity exists it
can be brought online and the capacity penalty is diminished.
The major energy penalty associated with the utilization of low sulfur
coal is the energy to transport the coal from the Northern Great Plains to
the United States
the areas of consumption. Most coal-burning utilities in
North
are located in four regions: the Middle Atlantic region, the East
and
the
East
South
Central
region.
Central region, the South Atlantic region
implies
Great
Plains
to
these
regions
Transportation of coal from the Northern
It
is
estisupplies.
a substitution of the low sulfur coal for traditional
will be
mated that average transportation distances for the low sulfur coal
supplant
the
traditional
avetage
trans1,575 miles, and that the coal will
Approximately
76
percent
of
th4
ton-miles
portation distance of 575 miles.
of delivered western coal will be by rail (at an energy cost of 680 Btu/tonmile); the remaining 24-percent will be by water (at an energy cost of 378
This
8tu/ton-mile), to give a weighted energy cost of 607.5 atu/ton-mile.***
the
current
compore: with a weighted energy cost of 595.4 Btu/ton-mile for
transport mix.

k*

Economic and Financial m 'acts of Federal
Temple, Barker & Sloane,
TechAir ond Weer Pollution Controls on the Electric
nical R eport for U.S. EPA, May 1976,
Pcdco-Hvironmental Specialists, Inc., Particulate and Sulfur Dioxide
urn Control Cost Study _of the Electric Utility industry, Preliminary
rn

3.5

T Or

[TA, contract 0=01-1900.

tr:e!--. et ol, EnergyCons_LITAtop ofEnvironmentalontrols-.
r1

ri

ElectricGenerrtlig InduStny, Draft Report prepared by
`4--xyrch & Technology, Inc,, for U.S. Department of Commerce,

Ii nni
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6,1

In 1977 22.44 x 106 tons ()flow sulfur coal will be burned. Because of
its relatively low heating valve (9,300 Btu/lb, vs. 11,800 Btu/lb average for
the high,sulfur coal it replaces), the 22.44 x,106 tons will be substituting
ar 17.69 x 10° tons of high sulfur coal that would have been burned in the
a
nce of air pollution regulation. This western low sulfur will be transpor
75 miles at an energy cost of 607.5 Btu/ton-mile, givtng a transportatiort nergy co7st-af 21:47 x 10 12 Btu.
The net transpor:tation energy cost is found by subtracting thdlcoq of
transporting high sulfur coal from tkle gross energy cost of 21k47 x 10
Btu':
for ldW sulfur coal. The 17.69 x 10 tons of high sulfur coal is transported
a distance of 575 miles at a cost of 595.4 Btu/ton-mile.
Thus the transport
energy for traditiorial supply sources is 6.06 x 1012 Btu. The new transport
cost for substituting low sulfur coal for high sulfur is 21:
x 10'4 minus
6.06 x 1012 Btu. or 15.41 x 1012 Btu.

Low Sulfur Coal - 1983.E
In 1983, 58.2 x 106 kw of coal -fired capacity will burn western low sulfur
coal, generating 280.4 x 109 kwh.
Power plant fuel input, will be 2814.7 x 1012
Btu.

-As in the 1977 case, the capacity ,penalty applies only-, to 4hose units constructed .prior to 1977.
Thus the capacity affected is 3.6 x 160 kw, implying
a-capacity penalty of 1.4 x 1012 Btu, or .07 x 1012 Btu per year.
The major energy penalty associated with using low sulfur. coal will 'again
be the energy to transport coal.
In 1983, 151.33 x 10°tons (at 9,300 Btu/lb)
wil
have to be transported 1,575 miles, implying an energy cost of 144.79 x
101
Btu.
This supplants the shipment.of 119.27. x 10° tons shipped 575 miles
at:an energycost of 40.83 x 1012 Btu. The transportation increment-is thus
103.96 x 1012 Btu.

f144.0qplpeaJ1

ization

1977

Energy penalties for flue gas desul urization are divided into three
categories:
1. An "energy penalty" associated with operating the scrubber.
This consists of both the direct energy consumed in scrubber operation and the
indirect energy to mine and transport limestone and to transport sludge
to a disposal site.
2. A capacity penalty to reflect the additional capacity required to replace capacity used to generate the electricity to run the scrubber.
It has been assumed that this penalty will equal the direct operating
energy-penalty,
This places an upper bound on the capacity penalty
47

o example, using excess steam for s ack gas
whiCh may be reduced by
reheat or using oil .to run a fan or pump. The capacity penalty in this
case may be less-than the energy penalty.'*.

3. A miterials energy penalty associated with the construction of the
scrubbers.
Data on the operating_ charactertttics of,limestone scrubbers indicate that
their energy requirements are approXimately 3.5 percent** of a coal burning
.power plant's fuel input. This percentage has been ound for krange of plant
sines :from 200.to 1Q00 megawatts and for coal tIlfw content:ofvfrom2 to 5
Assuming a load factori,
percent: In 1977 4,1-x 106 kw will-use
input
energy is-2,955.05 x 10"
of 55 percent and an effiCiency of 34 percent,
103.48
x 1012 Btu.
Btu. Thus the direct operating energy penalty is

The indirect energy consumption consists of limestgrie extraction arid
transportation and sludge disposal.. In 1977 5.778 x 1013 tons of limestone will
the energy penalty
be required. At an extraction energy of 75,000 Btu/ton,***
distance of
The
5.778
tons
are
assumed
trucked
an
average
is 0.43 x 1012 Btu.
100 miles, at 1,165 Btu/ton-mile, incurring an energy penalty of 0.67 x 1012
transporation to a landBtu- For sludge-disposal it was assumed that truck
fill site twenty miles from the power plant would consume an average of 1,165
Btu/ton-mile, or 46,600 Btu/ton of sludge: Equipment oeprattons at the fill
situ are assumed to consume 129,000 Btu/ton of sludge, Sludge generation in
1977 is 13,045 x 106 tons, implying a disposal energy consumption of 2:29Lx
1012 Btu.

The capacity penalty is assumed equal to the energy penalty of 3.5 perIf 61.1 x 106 kw will require scrubbers in 1977, capacity loss will
cent.
i-eplace this lost capacity
total 2.14 x.106_kw, The energy requirement to
1975
replacement
cost of $211 per kilowill be 16.67 x 1014 Btu, based on a
utility
construction
'WO Sector 11.03
watt**** and an energy cost for public
When
this
replacement
energy
cost
is
amortized
over
of 36,925 Btu/$.*****
twenty years, the annual cost is 0.83 x 1012 Btu.
Pedco-Environmental Specialists,,Inc. Particulate and ul ur Dioxide
Emission Control Cost Stud of the Electric U ill
Draft of U.S. EPA, Contract 6 #- 01-1900.
As indicated in the text, 3.5 percent is derived from Development Sciences
There is a considerable, variation in
Inc. data on power plant operation.
PEDCO
gives
a
direct operating energy penalty of
the range of estimates.
1.8 percent, witha range of 1.1 to 4.4 percent. Energy Consumption of
Environmental Controls: Fossil Fuel, Steam Electric Generatins Industr
Draft Report uses 5.5 percent, with a range'derived from a literature
The'3,i percent penalty is supported
survey, of 1.5 to 9.5 percent.
primarily from data developed by TVA.
Colorado School of Mines Research Institute, Mineral Industries Bulletin,
V. 18 Number 4, July 1975, p.12, Table 5.
Federal
** Temple, Barker & Sloane, Inc., Economic and Finar.cial Im
TechAir and Water Pollution Control on the Electric Utili
eport or U.S. EPA, May 1976.
nice
o Consumer
Anal
*****Development Sciences Inc., Application of Net Ener
cember
1976.
E
49-1
-3847,
Technolo ies, Report to U.S. ERDA, Contract
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Of the 61.11(406 kw using scrubbers in 1977, 42.9 x 106 kw will be
retrofits. The average cost of the retrofits (based
on $86.83/kw for com`-bined 5
and Venturisscrubbees;
d $70.27/kw'for SO2 scrubbers only) is
estimate_ to be 578.40/kw.* The
ning scrubbed capacity will have
scrubbe s Installed at a ust of 572,06/kw. Construction energ,at 40,256
Btu /$,
1 be 188.2 x 10'4 Btu. Athortizing over 20 years gives a value of
9.41 x 1 2 Btu as the annual materials energy penalty.

Flue GasiDesulfuridzition -, 983.

The analysis of the energy penalty associated with flue gas devulfuri,
zation is are1agous to that for 1977. Capacity of 106.8 x 10 kw will
scrubbed, with 42.9 x 100 kw being retrofits and the remaining 72.8 x 10
being new installations.
The direct operatAng energy penalty
percent), applied to an input
energy of
x 10
Btu, is 180.a x 101-- Btu. Limestone ex-ft-action
(9.95 x 10° tons)- requires 0.75 x 10'4 Btu, while transport requires 1.16 x
1012 Btu.

Sludge disposal (22.47.x. -106 tons) requires 3.95 x 1012 Btu.

Replacer ent of 3.5 percent of the scrubbed 106.8 x 106 kw at a cost of
$211 kw implies a capacity energy penalty of 29.14 x 1012 Btu, or 1.46 x 1012
Btu, annually when:amortized over 20 years. Materials energy for th6 construeti.on of scrubbers,:42'.9 x 1.06 Ecw of-which will be retrofit at a cost of
$78.40/kw, will be 320.76 x 101.2 Btu. Amortizing this yague over 20 years
gives an annual materials energy penalty of 16.04 x 1014',Btu,

precipitators - 1977

As noted at the beginning of the section, all oil capacity and some coal
capacity (See-Table 3-6) will use precipitators.
For 1977, 84.5 x 106 kw of
coal capacity and 87.4 x 10° kw of oil capacity will be equipped with precipitators.
As in the scrubber analysis, there are three sources of energy
penalties associated with using a precipitator:
1. A direct energy penalty to run the precipitators.
2. A capacity penalty because of electrical consumption
precipitators.

run the

A materials energy penalty associated with the construction and installation of the capital equipment.

Temple, Barker & Sloane, Inc., Economic and Financial Impacts of Federal
Air and Water Pollution Controls on the Electric qattylpAyla, Technical Report for U.S. EpA7TR571976.
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Analysis of precipitator operation indicates that there is a direct
energy penalty of approximately 0.2 percent to operate a typical device.
Given: an efficlencyrof 34 percent for both the oil- and coal-fired_ plants
and load factors of.51.3 percent for oil and 55 percent for coal; the
airing energy penalty is 16.06 x 1012 Btu.
Capacity derating of 0.2 pertent will be applied to 84.5 x 106 kw 0
coal capacity an 87'.4 x 106 kw of oil capacity.- At a replacement cost of
nd $220/kw for oil, the capacity penalty will be 2.70 x
$2]J /kw for coal
Amorti 'ng this amount over 20 years gives an annual energy cost
1014 Btu.
for capacity additions of 0.14 x 1012 Btu.
In 1977, 79.5 x 106 kw of coal capacity and 3.8 x 106 kw of oil cap_ acity will be retrofit with precipitators. An additional 5.0 x 106 kw of new
coal capacity and 3.6 kw of new oil capacity wilT also require precipitators.
At a capital cost.of $45.50/kw for retrofits and $56/kw for new installations
and an energy cost of 40,256 Btu/$, the materials energy penalty in 1977 will
be 318.5 x 1012 Btu. Amortizing over 20 years gives an annual charge, applicable to 1977, of 15.93 x 101 Btu.

Precipitators

1983

As for 1977, all oil capacity (93.2 x 106 kw) and 134.1 x 106 kw of coal
capacity (Table 3-7) will require precipitators.

An operating energy penalty of 0.2 percent applied to the affected oil
and coal capacity implies a penalty of 21.38 x 1012 Btu. A similar capacity
penalty of 0.2 percent, with coal construction cost of $211/kw and oil construction cost of $220/kw, carries an energy penalty of 3.64 x 1012 Btu, or
0.18 x 1012 Btu per year. A materials energy penalty of 443.39 x 1012 Btu,
amortized over 20 years, gins an annual penalty for the construction of
precipitators of 22.17 x 1014 Btu.

Residual Oil Desulfurization - 1977
For both years, two residual oil desulfurization cases are-developed.
C'se I considers only domestically refined oil, while the second case estimates the energy cost of desulfurization of all residual oil, whether foreign
or dqhestically refined.' In both cases estimates are made of operating energy
requirements for the desulfurization process.
Data from Mineral Industry Surveys (June 1976) indicates that
for the first half of 1976 50.8 percent of all residual oil will be domestically refined. Of the domestic product, the following breakdown by weight
percent sulfur holds:
Case_I)

5 C)

TABLE 3-8.

Weight P

PERCENT OF DOMESTICALLY REFINED RESIDUAL OILBY WEIGHT PERCENT SULFUR

nt Sulfur

Percent of Product

0 - 0.5
0.51 - 1.0
1.01 - 2.0

26.26
23.29
24.48
25.97

For 19?7, utility consumption is 644.4 x 106 bbls of residual
327.36 x 10° bbls'of which will be domestically refined.
For the domestically
refined product the following breakdown by weight percent sulfur will hold:
TABLE 3-9.

BARRELS OF DOMESTICALLY REFINED PRODUCT
BY WEIGHT PERCENT SULFUR

Weight Percent Sulfur

Averice Percent Sulfur

0 - 0.5
0.51 - 1.0
1.01 - 2.0

106 Barrels

0.25
0.75
1.5
3.5

.2.0

85.96
80.14
85.02
TOTAL

TOTAL REQUIRING
DESULFURIZATION

327.36

241.40

Given desulfurization operating energies* of 0.072 x 106 Btu per barrel
for residual oil with sulfur content between 0.5 an 1.0 percent,' of 0.336 x
10 Btu per barrel:fgr residual with sulfur
content between 1.0 and 2.0 percent, and 0.516 x 100 Btu per barrel for residual with sulfur content greater
than 2 percent, the following energy is required for domestic residual
desulfurization in 1977:
Sources from which operating energies, were derived are:
Van Dressen,
R.P.rand Rapp, L.M. Residual Oil Desulfurization in the Ebullated Bed,
Seventh World Petroleum Congress Proceedings, Vol. 4, p. 261-274;
H drocarbon Processin
September 1970, pp 210, 211, 213, 214, 224, 226;
Blume, J.H. et al. Remove Sulfur from Fuel Oil at Lowest Cost,
H drocarbon Processin Sept. 1969, p
131; Alpert, S.R., et al. Oil
and Gas
nal, Feb. 7, 1966.
,
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ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
FOR RESIDUAL DESVLFURIZATION: 1917

TABLE 3 -10.

(x101-4 Btu)

Weight Percent Sulfur

Energy Requirements

0.51 - 1.0
1.01 - 2.0

5.49
26.93
43.87

2.0

76.29

TOTAL.

Case II: Case II assumes that the energy penalty for desulfurization of
both domestically refined and foreign refined residual oil is relevant to
an analysis of the impact of U.S. environmental regulations. Mineral Indus_try
Surve s (June 1976) gives the breakdown, by weight percent sulfur, ft5r
all residual refined in the first half of 1976. Those percentages are
assumed to hold for 1977. The following table presents both the
percentage breakdown, and actual quantity refined, by category, in 1977:
TABLE 3-11.

PERCENT OF PRODUCT AND BARRELS REFINED,
BY WEIGHT PERCENT SULFUR: 1977

Weight Percen- Sulfu

Percent Pro Uct in Category

erre.]: Refined
x10 1977

31.61

203.76
144.47
127.98
168.19

0 - 0.5
.51 - 1.0
1.01 - 2.0

22.42
19.86
26.10

2.0

TOTAL

TOTAL REQUIRING
DESULFURIZATION

644.4

440.64

Given desulfurization operating energies equal to those of Case I,
Table 3-12 presents operating energy requirements for 1977 for
desulfurization of all-high sulfut residual fuel oil.
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TABLE 3-12.- ENERGY REQUIREMEKS FOR RESIDUAL DESULFURIZATION: 1977
(x 10" Btu)
Weight

ercent Sulfur

Operating Ener
109 Btu/bbl

0.51 - 1.0
1.01 - 2.0
2.0

Energy Rpg" uirements
(10
Btu)

0.072
0.336
0.516

10.40
43.00
86.79

TOTAL

Residual 0 1 Oesulfuriza

140.19

n 19

As for 1977, two cases are developed. Case I presents the operating
energy requirements for desulfurization of domestically refined residual,
while the second case treats all residual oil.
Case
for 1983 it is posited that utility con mmption wil], be
630.2 x 0 barrels.* Of this total 50.8 percent; or 345,54 x 10
barrels, will be domestically refined. The same breakdown, by weight
l'percent sulfur, as given for 1977 is assumed to hold. Thus, the following
table presents operating energy for residual desulfurization in 1983:

TABLE 3-13., DOMESTIC RESIDUAL OESULFURIZATION OPERATING ENERGY: 1983
(x 10

Weight
Percent Sulfur
0 - 0.5
1.0
1.01 - 2.0

0.51

>2.0

Barrele Wined Operating Ener
(x1013)

Btu/bbl

90.73
80.48
84.59
89.74

Aerating Enpggy
Requirements x10' Btu

.072
.336
.516

345.54

*

Btu)

5.79
28.42
46.31

TOTAL

80.52

Temple, Barker & Sloane, Inc., Economic and Financial Impacts of Federal
Air and Water Pollution_COntrol5 on thp Electric Utility_ Industry,
Technical Repert fcr U.S. EPA, No, 1976
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hat was given in
The percent of product by categor
to hold fn 1983. Table 3-14 summarizes
the 1983 results.
Case II:

Case II for 1977 is assumed

TA8Ct 3-14

RESIDUAL DESULFURIiGION OPERATING ENERGY: 1983
(x1014 Btu)

Weight ;percent Sulfur

0.51 - 1.0
1.01- - 2.0

I2.0

Ba

1

(x10

e ined
*

Opera -ing-Eter y
(1066 Bturibbl

Operatihg Ene
Requirements x10

215.01
152.50

10.98
45.39

135.09
177.53

91.61

TOTAL

SumMar

of Energy:

147.98

Estimates for Power Plant Air Pollution Control

The energy. requirements of meeting air pollution regulations are.
Of
summarized in Tables 3-15 and 3-16 for 1977 and 1983, respectively,
for
meeting,
particular interest are the relative energy requirements
sulfur regulations.: \the-energy penalty for low sulfur Coal is about
1.8 x 100 Btu per kilowatt, while the energy penalty for flue gas
For Comparative
desulfurization is a- out 2.2 x 106 Btu per kilowatt.
purposes, the desulfurization of residual oil in 1983 will require about
_
1.6 x 106 Btu per kilowatt (excluding materials energy penalties).

The summery figdres presented in Table 1-1 include all the energy
residual oil for use in United States
associated with
This
conforms
to
the assumption that all energy attributable
This
power plants.
Foreign oil desulfurization
to air pollution _control should be estimated.
accounts for nearly 20 percent of the energy estimate of Table 3 -15 for
1977 and for approximately 13 percent of the estimate of Table 3-16 for
Tle effects on the totals of Table 1-1 are approximately four percent
1983.
scent for 1977 and 1983, respectively.
and two

TABLE 3-15.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR ENERGY COST OF
MEETING AIR POLLUTION REGULATIONS: 1977
Control Strategy ,

-Low Sulfur Coal
8.6 x
Capacity Loss
Transportation

Energy Penalty (1012 Btu

kw)

1

.07
15.41

6
Flue Gas Desulfurization
x 10
Capacity Loss
Operattng.Energy Pen lty
Limestone Extraction
Limestone Transport
Transport Sludge to Andfill

Lime
Materials /En

it i

Residuaj

Resi

Oesulftir,

103.43
.43
.67

2.29

(A1

.14,
16.06
15.93

or

ilieSL1(_

I

I

9.41

32.1-3

(Ali

TOTAL (D
i 0 1-Al_

.83

-jy (Scrubber,

Precipitat
Capacity Loss
OpyraLing Enerqy PcNidlty
Materials Enorqy (Precipi

117.06

kw )

P --idu

1 y)

d LH 1 )

Y)

I

76.29

140.19

240.96
304.86

SUMMARY/ OF RESULTS FOR ENERGY COST OF
1983
MEETING AIR POLLUTION REGULATIONS:

TABLE 3 -16.

Energy Penalty

Control Strategy

1012 Btu
104.03

OW Sulfur Coal (58.2 x 106 kw)
Capacity Penalty
Transportation

.07

103.96

Flue Gas Desulfurization (106.8 x 106 kw)
Capacity Penalty
Operating Energy Penalty
Limestone Extraction
Limestone Transportation
Transport Sludge to Landfill

204.15
1.46
180.79
.75

1.16
3.95

\ Lime
16.04

' .t.vials Energy (Scrubber)

43.73

Precipitators (227.3 x 106 kw)
_Capacity Loss
Operating Energy Penalty
Materials Energy (Precipi a

Residual Desuifurization (D n

Residual

Dr__!

1

TOTAL

UtiZau

1

.18

21.38
22.17

ic Only)

(All -Residual)

Okestic Only)

TOTAL (All Residual)

80,52

147.98

432.43
499.89

APPENDIX A

COMPARISON OF POLLUTION CONTROL-RELATED ENERGY
ONSUMPTION -ESTIMATES

Before developing the estimates presented in the main body of this
report, the work of others on the same problem was reviewed in depth.
The review proved frustrating, for few of the written reports provided
information on assumptions, rationale, or methodology which was
sufficient for purposes of judging the validity of the estimates.
Table A-1 lists some of the studies which have attempted to develop
national-level estimates of the energy requirements for pollution control.
Table A-2 presents a cciparison of the estimates produced by these studies
with those developed duffing this project. To &large degree, the various
results cannot be compared--basic data from EPA and CEQ has changed
since all of the studies were completed, and differing assumptions (many
of which are unknown) among the studies would naturally lead to diverse
results.
However, the comparison shows that although analysts disagree
on the distribution of energy penalties for pollution control among
,sectors, most would peg the overall penalty for control of pollutants
from stationary sources at about 2 perCent of national energy consumption.
The following pages contain brief comments on each of the other
To appreciate the contribution of each effort, however, the
final reports themselves, should be reviewed and evaluated.
studies.

TABLE A-1

POLLUTION CONTROL
PREVIOUS STUDIES OF THE ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FOR

Short Title

DSI (cl,d) Study

Fu rDocig

First-Order Estimates,

of Potential Energy
Consumption Implication
of Federal Air and
Water Pollution Control

Brief Description

This is an earlier report by DSI using
data from 1974.

The methodology and

assumptions are basically the same as
for the new study, with the exception
of those for municipal wastewater

National energy estimates

Standards for Stationary

treatment.

Sources- July 1975

air
are derived for control of industrial

and water pollutiop

control, for abatement

of air and thermal water pollution from
electric power plants, and for improving
municipal .wastewater

treatment plants to meet

federal water quality standards,

,

Michigan Study

Energy Costs of Limiting
the Degradation of the
Environment; Report to the
Energy Policy Project by
A. Crampton, et al, Physics

Department, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbon, Michigan
January, 1974,

A careful review of the energy implications
of controls in five sectors: transportation,
stationary source air pollution, waste heat
from steam power plants, industrial waste-

water, and both liquid and solid aspects of
agricultural and municipal wastes.

Conceptually

electricity
the approach covers direct fuels and

plus energy behind raw materials and capital
construction.

Energy penalties are given in

Btu for each control, but are not always giyen
assumptions
at the national level due to further
Use is
needed about implementation and timing,
.made of energy conversion

factors for materials

and construction from Herendeen's input/output
analysis based upon the 1963 economy.

TABLE A-1 (continued)

PREVIOUS STUDIES OF T E ENERGY

Short Title,

REQUIREMENTS FOR POLLUTION CONTROL

Full Document Title

Brief_AMiLa
RPA Study

A Brief Analysis

of the Impact

of Environmental Laws on'

Energy Demand and Supply;
prepared for Federal Energy
Office, Environmental Policy

Analysis Di4on, by Resource
Planning Associates, Inc.

June 1974,

D)scusses five sectors
which add to energy
demand (stationary
sources ait pollution
control, mobile

sources, lead restrictions,

water quality in both thermal and
waste
content, and municipal
solid wastes) and
also five sectors which tend
to restrict
new energy supply (delays
in refinery
expansion, nuclear

"

power plants and Alaska

pipeline; restrictions

on offshore oil
leases and surface mining).
Presents data
for 1973 and 1980;
Nature of impacts of
regulations and the penalties
or savings
resulting
are expressed in brief summary
fashion, and the basis of numbers
used is
not always clear,
Heller .rJa

Economic Impact, Energy
Requirements and Effluent

skuctions in Phase I
Industries Due to Best
Practical Control Technology

Comrercially Available;
irepared by James Heller,

Offce of Water Program,

Hirquenta'l Protection
f'mnnv

Washinaton

D, C;

An assembly of data on 30

industries listing
numbers of plants and possible
investment
and operating
costs needed for implementation
of best practicable
control technology
commercially available;
added 'energy

involvenoth in kwh and as

percentage increase;
currently

an estimate of the

and percentage of plants

meetingltandards.

the application

a

The tjming of

ofthe abatement procedures is

in effect 1977

1983; The methods by
which
energy anc costs of clean-up were
estimated are
not described5 but are based
on EPA Effluent

:luidelines Limitations

documents.

TABLE A-1 (continued)

PREVIOUS STUDIES OF THE ENERGY

Short Title

Full Document Title

Hirst Study

Energy Impiications of

REQUIREMENTS FOR POLLUTION CONTROL

Several Environmental Quality
Strategies; Eric Hirst, ORNLNSF-EP-53, ORNL-NSF Environs

mental Program, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge
Ten essee; July; 1973

Grief Description

Subjects covered are mass transit, automotive

controls, wastewater treatment, solid waste
management; air pollution, and waste heat, as

well as recycling and energy recovery,

The

intent is to find operating energy for the
control systems.

The data cover only direct

energy, not that of raw materials and disposal.
The procedupe\is to evaluate energy implications
of stringeht standards upon 1970 emissions
levels

The report contains limited explanatory

or interpretive remarks on how energy costs were
derived pr multiplied to the national level.

Economics of Clean Water The Economics of Clean Water

Municipal, industrial, and electric utility

1973, U. S. Environmental

wastewater and thermal discharges are discussed.

Protection Agency, Washington,

Estimates are given for capital and operating

D. C., December 1913, a report

costs to meek 1977 effluent standards, including

to the Congress from the
Russell E. Train

needs for new municipal sewage treatment plants.
Direct energy costs are presented for power

plant te-ing towers,

National Commission
Study

Staff Report: National

A full investigation of all aspects of achieving

Commission on Water Quality,

the goals set forth for 1983 in the Federal

1976.,A

Water Pollution Control

Amendments of 1972,

Energy estimates are not emphasized in this study.

TABLE A.2

COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES OF ENERGY

CONSUMPTION FOR POLLUTION ABATEMENT

1

Ai
ewer Plant Thermal

Year
051 (new)

1977
1983

051 (old)

Pollution Control

Municipal Waste-

water Treatment

Industrial Water
Pollution Control

Power Plant Air
Pollution Control

156

1977

86

1983

205

181

479

305

1079

500

1977
1981

253

285

Pollution Control

103 - 342

503

282

510

406

.

400,
.

124

280
=

RPA

Heller

1980

274

1977

BO

.

85

800

213

.

82

Economics of
Clean Water,(EPA)

1977

432

1983

792

National
Commission'

1977

1983

294*

137

376.

269*'.;*

822

* The higher of two estimates
published by the Nation 1 Commission
on Water Quality.
45 x 101 btu.

** Estimate for 1990,

676
1179

236

1985

Btu)

Industrial Air

93

228

Michigan

Pollution Control (101

The lower estimate is

COMMENTS ON OTHER ESTIMATES OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION
FOR CONTROL OF
AIR AND WATER POLLUTION BY POWER PLANTS

7

DSI _(911_4)

used in the earlier USI study
TheThe odology and assumptions
The old study did
study.
are very similar to those of the current
required
riot fully consider the energy equivalent of new capacity
needed for pollution control
to replace the electrical generationdifferent estimates of the amount
Also,
the
old
study
used
devices.
regulation.
of generating capacity affected by environmental

F PA Study

direct energy
The estimates developed by RPA include only include energy cost abatement
'And
do
not
requirements for pollution
chemicals, or required
for the disposal of residues or the supply of
of equipment. The
capital energy expenditures for construction
for abatement
estimates were based on reported energy penalties
requirements
from
procedures and estimates of the national energy
Council.
and
the
National
Petroleum
projections of the Department of Interior
6 percent of plant
Abatement for meeting air standards includes a
in 1980
in
1973
and
5_percent
'output penalty for stack gas scrubbing
1980 installed scrubbing
(reflecting improvements in technology).
65 percent per plant load
be
90,000
MW
with
a
capacity is assumed to
9*,percent SO_ removal. The
factor, 98 perce0 particulate removal and
Btu for afr pollution
1980 energy penalty is estimated as 213 x 10
control.

penalty of
'_late abatement procedures assume a 3 percent cnergy
1012
Btu
in
1980.
This amounts to 274 x
total plant power output.

Economics of Clean Air
otal direct energy required to operate
in
draft cool N towers to abate thermal emissions
_
.-ii cal
10(:.
except
gives
costs
in
dollars,
57, and 193. The report in general
No
plants.
dic'-, coal requirements for abatement for power
The
the
numbers
is
given.
-12
1,J-(wm t_- ,n or. the source of
III)
thermal pollution is given as 432 x
-,onalty
:;1(:f-c-;
timoted
Inc

eport estimates

1

D

,

in

in 1983.

J

,

rllchigan
This report recognizes and includes most of the factors required
for total energy accounting.
It neglects energy for transporting raw
materials or waste because these are dependent upon the location of
the abatement procedure, and the raw material source or the residue
disposal source.
This total accounting procedure leads to some errors in the
estimates because many of the numbers required are unavailable.
In
these cases, the study used the results of the Herendeen input-output
analysis, which provides coefficients to determine the dollar
cost
associated with segments of the national economy. -Unfortunately,
these coefficients were determined based upon the 1963 national economic
activity.
Thus, the estimates to not include changes in national
economic activity between 1963 and the projected year 1965, nor do
they include effects of technological change. The report thus uses the
factors 200,000 Btu/1963 $ operating and maintenance Osts
and 75,000
Btu/1963 $ of capital expenditure amortized over the,life of the
equipment to estimate process energy requirements /An data is
unavailable.
These coefficients may not be apprriate for specific
activities.
=
Fortunately, these coefficients were not used extensively to
estimate power plant abatement energy requirements.
Instead, a detailed
survey was made of power plant generating capacity and abatement needs.
Thus, ti-,e estimates are probably more realistic than estimates presented
by other investigators.
For meeting air standards, the report assumed:
A 6.5 percent energy penalty of total plant output for SOx
and particulate removal
Thirty percent of national
power generation

et

rgy

for electric

Forty-two percent of power plant fuels ar--coal and 13
percent of

o For coal, 30 percans low sulfur coal, 50 percent high
sulfur coal, and 20 percent synthetic fuels derived from
coal

For oil, 50

low sulfur oil and 50 percent high

sul fur oil

Jl percent of hatiolal e
_y r,3ouirements required for
sl of parti culaL1 emissions

Energy requirements for SOX scrubbing pump power based upon
installed rather-than operating horsepower
40-60 percent of abatement energy required for stack gas
reheat in wet scrubbing operations
For water pollution,_control, a 3 percent penalty of total
plant output was assumed for cooling towers.

Michigan's estimate of the 1935 pergy penalties for pollution
abatement by power plants is 800 x 1014 Btu for water pollution
control.

rational Coiiimiss ion

ud-

the
The National Cemidssion on Water Quality was created by
Pollution
92
500,
the
Federal
Water
Congressional Act'of PuLlic Law
ndments'of 1972, to thoroughly investigate "..all
ContrOl Act,
effects..."
aspects of th_ totaU,conomic, social, and environmental
emphasize
energy
requirements,
The stm0Y was not intended to
of the law.
Commission's
findings
include
and it did no do sO.H. However, the
PL92 500.
estimates of tide enemy necessary to meet the standards of

11-38
Energy for thermal pollution control is taken from Table
It is not clear from the report
of the National (mission study.
The estimates appear to have
developed.
how energy estimates were
been made from contractors' technology assessments.

COMMENTS ON -OTHER ESTIMATES OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION
: FOR

MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT

DSI (olds
The earlier Dsr study employed methodology and assumptions
dirferent than those use in the revision.
The old study developed '
energy requirements frogrestimates af:
1. "Incremental" costs of new munypal Oastewater
treatment plants
2. Distribution between 10 million gallon per day

100 MD pl

Costsan

M

and

s

energy consumption of 10 MGD and 100 MGO plants

There weretal data andmalies that affected results. First, the
incremental c sts did not increase monotonicallyibetween 1977 Ad
1983 as expec ed.
Consequently, the numbers of tertiary treatment
plants estima ed for 1983 were incompatible with the projected
funds needed f_r. their construction.

A second problem was the assumed distribution between 10 MGD
and 100 MD plants. Most (more than 80 pertent) of
the ,existing plants!
in the U. S. are smaller than one MGD, and the distribution of
new
plants is not projected to- deviate dramatically from the existing one
m

A third and probably most important aberration resulted from the
combinationof costs, plant distribution, and per-plant costs and
energy consumption.
In-the old study the total capacity of new plants
was approximately equal to all the existing capacity of the United States.
Since close to 75 percent of the population is now served by municipal
sewage plants, it is not expected that new capacity will equal Old.
Energy estimates in the earlier study exceeded those presented in
the current report, due-mainly to larger estimates of new ppacity.

Hirst_ Study

This pilper surveys a broad field of abatement and presents some
quick conclusiv_ without explaining'the assumptions or method_ of
calculation. The only national energy total given is 290 x 1012 Btu
65

for electricity for a hypothetical situation of Secondary treatment
The
of all wastewater (both industrial and municipal) in 1970.
estimate is the product of:

41 kwh/person (secondary level)
x3 (factor to include fndustrial<wastes on BOO basis)
205 million total population
x
u/kwh
11,600
x

OA Study
in
This survey quotes several other sources as to electricity use
consumed
in
the
treatment; it does not attempt to qUantify other energy
RPA assumes that all expenses 09
treatment - disposal process.
due to
treatment after 1968 (quoted as 13.5 MB /0 oil equivalent) are
energy
for
treatm
EPA regulations. Their eWmates of wastewater
1977 and 1980 are 50 x 101" Btu/year, respectively.'

Michigan --turfy

This is an ambitious effort that recrcrizes and attempts to
quantify the entire range of operating energies. Some of the findings
Unlike the other studies, which
are supported by original research.
used
by
treatment
plants, the Michigan
report only the electricity
associated
work included analysis of other fuels, as well as the energy
plants
plus-the
energy
consumed
with producing chemicals for treatment
These
data
in fabricating and constructing the plants themselves.
direCt
and
indirect
energy
were used for "building-up" an estfmate of
For,forecasting
consumptions for wastewater treatment in 1971;
analysis to
purposes,. Michigan used coefficients from input /output
As
a
result,
their
energy estimates
calculate operating energy demands.
inclbding
forecast
236
x
10I
are higher than the others--for 1981 they
aspects
of
energy. The paragraphs below comment on some
the Michigan approach.

Michigan utilizes a coefficient relating value of
Chemical Ener
the whole process of
industr a chemicals to the energy implicit.in
manufacture
and
shipment
twa representative
roducing them, including
derived
by Robert A.
These coefficients were
ttern of locations.
United States economy.
input/outputcdata
for
the
11 rendeen based on 1963
1963, representfng a rough
T e coefficient chosen was 0.24 x 10' Dta/$
The
uncertainty
in the appliverage of several specific chemicals.
chemical pattern
cability of the coefficient to the wastewater treatment
.

)

v
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-

actually used is considerable, but the crossover to
energy equivalents
is at least indidative of magnitude.
Other Direct Fuels. A limited amount of nat ral
gas, and of gasoline
IRCTIOTIFF15TriTWI used in treatment plants. These were extrapolated
up to national levels on the basis of volumes of water used per
capita,
but the applicability of the sample data to the national census of
plants is weak.
A

Total 0 eratin Energy. As an approach to forecasting
operating energy
est mates, M c gan utilized a factor of 117,000 Btu/$
1963 developed
by Herendeen for the category of "Water and Sanitary Services"
qperations. This was devalued to $ 1972 and applied td certain
wastewater treatment plant costs estimated by CEQ.

No attempt was made to forecast 1977 and 1983 using built-up
Using the Herendeen factor, energy costs in the future (based
on constant 1972 dollars) are directly proportional to dollar costs
of operations and, for example, are expected to double by 1981. .The
problem with the coefficient is that it is based on the structure of
the economy in the 1960's, whereas in the 1970's the trend toward
tertian
treatment brings much more intensive_mse of electricity and chemicals
(and probably much more automation) than has yet been experienced.
Hence, the use of the coefficient introduces basic uncertainties
as to
its real application.
costs.

Total Capital Energy. The acts of construction involvecon
erable
energy expenditure, and a Herendeen facto of 75,000 8tu/$
3 to
represent con
Lion of public utiliti
is suggested., . One problem
'with this c ffic nt,is that a signific nt portion of
municipal
wastew
ystem costs are for sewer pipe and excavations for gathering
lines an storm drains, which are lower in
energy consumption than
treatment plant construction. The Michigan Study, however,
applied the
factor to the entire expected capital investment.
Furthermore, the
investment base used (from CEQ sources) included interest and deprecation
on total installed sewage plant at the given dates rather than cost of
actual constriction over a meaningful period.

National Commission

Table 11-19 of-the National Commission report lists energy, for the
operation and tintenanCe of publicly.owned treatment works. Energy
given in Odusand of barrels of oil equivalent per day has been 'converted
to trillions of Btu in Table A-1 of this Appendices.

was

There is no discussion of the energl_- 'mates for municipal
titer treatment in the National Commissi n study.'
67.

COMMENTS ON OTHER ESTIMATES OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION
FOR
INDUSTRIAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL

PSI Old)
Thermethodology employed in the. earlier D5I study was nearly
The major causes of different
the same as that used for the new one
results are revised estimates of the investments needed for industrial
water pollution control.

Heller Data

One of the Heller Data summaries is a tabulation listing the
"annual, energy increase expected" for 1977 BPOICA. Neither the source
of these data nor the method of estimation is provided with these.
steam-electric power pants,
summaries. The major consumers, excluding
kwh/yehr
to
Btu/year using an overall
listed below, converting from
electric thermal efficiency of 32.5 percent, or 10,500 Btu/kwh:
are

Annual Enerr Increase 1012Btu1year
22.0

Pulp and Paper
Fertilizer

16.0
15.0
8.4
6.3
3.3
3.2
74.2

Non-ferrousJ-(aluminum

Petroleum
Organic Chemicals
Lron and Steel
Inorganic Chemicals
Total all Industries
(excluding steam-electric power plants)

82.00

It is assumed that the above- represent the direct energy consumption
(fuel and electricity) only and do not include the energy associated
construction.
with chemical consumption, residuals disposal, and capital

RPA Study

RPA's study gives a 1977 na lonal total for 26 proposed effluent
Details on the data and
guidelines -of 40,000 BPD (85 x 10 4 Btu/year).
It
is
noted
that it compares
estimation methods are not included.
almost exactly with Heller's figure.
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Michigan Study
The Michigan Study presents an estimate of total energy--defined
as fuel, electricity, and the energy associated with chemical
consumption, material flow, and capital construct. This is done by
examining a few eXamples of end-of-pipe pollution control technology
to determine the relationship between total energy and the operating
and maintenance (O&M) cost and then projecting this to the national
level.
The method is described briefly below

Electricity is converted to thermal units using an efficiency
of 30 percent (11,400 Btu/kwh).
Fuel energy values are used directly
without adding the energy required by the energy-poducing industries.
Lime was determined as representing two-thirds of the total chemical
usage and, thus, its energy value of 0.17 x 106 nun (1968) was used
for all chemicals. Capital construction was charged with an energy
consumption of 60,000 Btu/$ capital (1968), subject to 15-yeir
depreciation. Two examples were then developed from activated sludge
treatment plant data
One for sewage treatment gave 0.14 x 106 Btu/$
O&M (1968),plus fuel, and a mixed sewage-paper mill treatment plant
gave a value of 0.19 x.106. For an organic chemical industry example,,
they report a value obtained from the Dow Chemical Company of 0.2 x 10°
Btu/$ O&M (1968), excluding capital. construction energy, but no
supporting data are included. They conclude from these few examples
that a large, well-operated treatment plant will expend in total energy
0.2 x 10O&M (1968) and recommend that this be applied to all
Phase I industries. .While this approach has considerable appeal
because of its simplicity, an inadequate number of different industries
were examined to permit its application on a national scale with any
degree of reality.
A second point of criticism is their estimation of the operating
and maintenance cost a. being 1/6 of the capital cost o a pollution
control facility. ' 'Th.
was determined from the figu
given in the
1972 Economics ofatlean Water, which reports $12 billion (1971) total
industry expenditure to meet the effluent guidelines and $2.4 billion
annual costs. The Michigan Study treats the latter as almost all 0&M
costs ($2 billion), stating that part, but not the major part, of this
is interest and depreciation (a review of 161972 Economics of Cleah
Water shows that this assumption is incorrect

q

Id

The Michigan Study has thus estimated the national energy usage
from th4 $2 billion O&M costs, and an energy ,coefficient of
0.2 x 10' Btu/$ O&M (1968), to give 400 x 1004 Btu/year in 1977 for all
industries except steam:electric power plants.
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National Commission Study
The National Commission study lists energy requirem nts by 3
However, a susitions
industrial sector, as was done in this report.
Th
and methodology used to obtain the data are not reported.
contractors'
technol
information is apparently taken from
assessments of each sector, and analytical procedures (and uality)
of the'
may vary widely. There is no way to assess the accuracy
pollution.control
findings. Estimates of energy for industrial water
are found in the National Commission report Table 11-35.

0
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COMMENTS OF OTHER ESTIMATES OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION
FOR
INDUSTRIAL AIR -POLLUTION CONTROL

o144

The methodology for the earlier DSI study was nearly the same as
fOr the new one
The differences betweekresults of the 61d and
new study are almost entirely due to different projections of
industrial investments for air pollution control.

Michigan

u

The Michigan Study, in which particulate removal- was taken as
the major control process,other than iulustrfal fuel-combistion, gives
a figure of 6 x 10° 6ih/year (6.9 g* 10'4 Btu/year) for th national
energy requirement for industrial air pollution control.
This is based on electrostatic precipitators, cyclones, and
baghouse filters, a total industry particulate emission for 1970 o
13.3 x 10° tons/year, an average loading Of 5 gr/SCF, and 1.3 BHP/

00 CFM.

The estimate is very much on the low side, for it considered only
low energy control equipment; whereas, in fact, many industries require
high pressure drop scrubbers to meet the air standards. It also
ignores scrubber pumps and the requirements of absorbers and adsorbers,
which are characteristically large energy users.
For the energy required for industrial fuel combustion, the Michigan
Study gives 0.17 percent of 1970 national total of 69 x 1015 Btu/year or
117 x 1012 Btu/year.
Adding the ,r estimate for particulate removal then
gives a total of 124 x 1012 Btu/,ear.
For comparison, Hirst gives a total national energy usage for
power plants, furnaces, cement plants, incinerators, and fossil fuel
cleaning facilities of 39 x 109 kwh/year, or 410 x 1014 Btu/year.
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